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Abstract

This thesis investigates the content and function of the Plovdiv (Bulgaria) based Ottoman language newspaper *Balkan* throughout the years 1910-1911 and conceptualizes it as a mouthpiece of the Revolutionary Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) possessing the ultimate political power in the Ottoman Empire. It argues that *Balkan*, as a propaganda organ of the CUP power represents the continuation of imperial networks in the nation state of Bulgaria and acted to undermine its moral claims over Ottoman Macedonia. To this end, this newspaper tried to politically educate and mobilize the Muslims in Bulgaria against the Bulgarian state. It further laid a wide surveillance mechanism both in Bulgaria and Macedonia whereby readers’ letters were dialogically used to report and censure the alleged atrocities of the Bulgarian state and civilians over the Muslims. This content addressed a vast Muslim readership in Bulgaria, Macedonia and other provinces of the Ottoman Empire to secure their solidarity and loyalty to the CUP governance. Nevertheless, the present thesis also contends that both the Albanian uprisings in the Ottoman Empire and deep cleavages among Muslims in Bulgaria, in terms of cooperation with Bulgarian political parties, conservative religious attitudes and support for the CUP regime, revealed major limits of *Balkan’s* ideological project.
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Introduction

This thesis focuses on the Plovdiv based Ottoman language newspaper *Balkan* and analyzes its content and relationship with its audiences and interlocutors between 1910 and 1911, two crucial years that constitute a turning point in the Balkans and Ottoman Empire when the radicalization of politics in the region led to the Balkan Wars (1912-13). It conceptualizes *Balkan* as an ideological mount-piece and medium of the Ottoman Committee of Union and Progress government (henceforth CUP). *Balkan* was published between the years 1906-1920 by its CUP activist editor Ethem Ruhi. After the Ottoman constitutional revolution in 1908, the CUP expressly chose Ruhi to engineer a versatile ideological mission through his publishing and “investigative” activities of his newspaper. As this thesis will argue, in many ways Ruhi was charged with keeping close tabs on and even undermining the Bulgarian state’s authority and legitimacy on many occasions by closely monitoring and disclosing every instance of its infringement upon the rights and dignity of the Muslim community in Bulgaria.\(^1\) Ruhi was also charged with the equally daunting task of trying to mobilize politically and socially the diverse Muslim community of Bulgaria in order imbue it with the power and know-how to stand up to an oppressive government and its society. In this sense this ideological enterprise was a controversial, and certainly overlooked, continuation and extension of imperial networks into Bulgaria that still sought to manipulate the politics of a former province despite its formal declaration of independence a couple of years earlier in 1908.

---

\(^1\) An important point of this thesis is that one cannot talk about the Muslim community as a homogenous, unified entity. The Muslim community in Bulgaria was a very diverse one comprised of different ethnic groups such as Turks, Pomaks, Tatars, Törbeş, Roma, etc.
Yet, *Balkan*’s ideological mission was much more multifaceted and ambitious than these goals alone. Apart from reaching every Bulgarian province, it was also widely circulated in Ottoman Macedonian towns and other Ottoman provinces. It therefore played the important role of interacting with, reporting to, and connecting a diverse Muslim community from the Balkans to Anatolia in extreme times. Thus, *Balkan*’s intense criticisms of the Bulgarian governments’ oppressive policies towards its Muslims functioned to undermine Bulgaria’s parallel claims about “intolerable Ottoman atrocities” against Macedonian Christians whilst the paper’s consistent portrayal of local Muslims’ “victimization” and “plight” evoked much consternation and reflection upon their own fates in the larger Muslim community in other parts of the Balkans and Ottoman Empire. Counteracting Bulgarian as well as other Balkan nation-states’ irredentist propaganda and claims on Macedonia was particularly important in the case of *Balkan*’s Albanian audience whose loyalty to the CUP government was suspect in 1910 and 1911 when a series of revolts broke out as a result of an increasing articulation of Albanian nationalism in response to disparate Balkan nations’ claims to the Albanian homeland in the western provinces of the Empire. Regarding its Macedonian audience, *Balkan* also closely monitored any encroachment on local Muslims by Bulgarian civilians and guerrilla bands and used such incidents as part of its ideological arsenal to undermine the Bulgarian state’s claims over Macedonia.

In terms of this double surveillance mechanism that kept an eye both on Muslims in Bulgaria and Macedonian Muslims, the letters to the editor sent to *Balkan* by its readers proved indispensable since they acted as intelligence reports that (along with its official correspondents in towns) kept *Balkan* and its wider audiences alert to threats and attacks on the Muslim
community throughout the region. Moreover, readers’ letters were crucial in the sense that they were used for further pieces of propaganda as they usually were written by Muslims affected by the events and thus provided an emotive first person voice. This voice was also substantiated by the additional commentaries of Balkan’s staff that portrayed these reports as irrefutable proof of Muslims’ victimization at the hands of Bulgarian state and civilians both in Bulgaria and Macedonia. Regardless of the fact that Ruhi and his staff may have selectively printed or perhaps even authored some of these letters, the diverse concerns they raise in conjunction with other types of sources and imagery analyzed below underlines the dialogical nature of how news was collected and presented by outfits like Balkan: it was a forerunner of “investigative” journalism in the region that kept tabs on yet relied on its network of Muslim readers to fulfill this task and undermine the predominantly Christian Bulgarian government and its policies against its readership both in Bulgaria and Macedonia. Lastly, Balkan’s ideological mission was buttressed by Ruhi’s fierce, outspoken editorials that attacked the Bulgarian government, undermined its cause in Macedonia to the benefit of the Ottoman Empire and CUP and vehemently advocated the CUP power in Ottoman politics as the ultimate agent able to secure the Ottoman nation from foreign encroachments, ensure its social progress and act as the defender of Muslims in general.

But given the ambitious, multi-tasking mission of Balkan, it should come as a surprise to the reader that some of Ruhi and his staff’s largest obstacles came not from the Bulgarian government but various groups from within the very Muslim community that they were trying to unify. Letters to the editor in the third chapter reveal that although a significant concern towards political mobilization was apparent especially in terms of improving the modern
education (conceptualized along CUP lines as a means of political survival), Muslims in Bulgaria were widely divided regarding the degree of affiliation they believed that they should forge with the Bulgarian authorities, the advocacy or rejection of modernist education and ideals, as well as the loyalty they should invest into the “secularist” CUP regime that dethroned a pious sultan whom many Muslims in their community still revered. With regard to the organization of this thesis, the first chapter situates Balkan’s intriguing ideological mission within a theoretical model. It argues that nationalism studies generally disregard the political mobilization of minorities through a narrative of linear victimization. It further argues that in the case of studies presented from this vantage point, minority mobilization is something portrayed developing spontaneously due to the minority’s own efforts to confront a repressive, nationalizing host state. To elaborate this point, I find Brubaker’s relational theory a useful model in which the categories of the host state (Bulgaria), the national minority (Muslims in Bulgaria) and the kin state (Ottoman Empire) are suggested to demonstrate how within this triadic relation, the kin state closely monitors the national minority, tries to empower it and fashions itself its spiritual homeland. Yet to expand Brubaker’s theory, this study suggests that the surveillance and political mobilization of the Muslim minority in Bulgaria was not only because of the Ottoman government’s concern for its well-being per se but was also intimately connected with the imperial government’s ideological needs in the heated environment of the Macedonian conundrum.

---

In the second chapter Ethem Ruhi`s conflict-ridden career as an ideologue in Bulgaria is discussed along with his enterprise *Balkan*. It will be suggested that this information points to his role as an influential political actor commanding Muslim public opinion in Bulgaria and Macedonia as a result of which he was constantly targeted by Bulgarian authorities and imprisoned on a number of occasions. Subsequently, major elements of *Balkan`s* contentious content will be analyzed based on a discussion of Ruhi`s articles that vociferously criticized the Bulgarian government whilst insisting on the political mobilization of the Muslim nation through modern education, maintaining vigilance against its host Bulgarian governments` oppression of Muslims in Bulgaria and Macedonia, and whole-heartedly embracing the positivist and rationalist platforms of the CUP government.

The third chapter analyzes letters from *Balkan`s* audiences to demonstrate how despite the newspaper`s limited resources and status as a suspect “minority” mouthpiece, it relied precisely on its readership`s intelligence to fulfill its “watchdog mission.” I will argue that the selective printing of letters written by Muslims in Bulgaria and Macedonia about the Bulgarian government`s encroachments on their communal organizations and infrastructure as well as Bulgarian civilians` atrocities against Muslims in their localities was aimed at undermining the Bulgarian government`s own propaganda campaigns that portrayed the Ottoman rule of Macedonia as tyrannical and oppressive. Moreover, letters from other provinces of the Ottoman Empire that denounced the Bulgarian officials` treatment of Ottoman Muslims and Bulgarian soldiers` skirmishes with the Ottoman military units embodied a discourse of Ottoman patriotism that concomitantly applauded CUP government.
The chapter than shifts its focus to the Muslims` attempts to improve modern education in Bulgaria which was understood by the readers as the only means of guaranteeing the community’s political survival. To this end, the readers` extensive fund-raising campaigns to improve educational facilities and material in numerous Bulgarian provinces are addressed. These events were organized around specific Young Turk lore (such as the staging of plays which were the cornerstones of the Young Turk ethos) which points out that the initiators of these campaigns were making sense of their patriotic acts by resorting to emotive themes borrowed from the kin state (to which they were spiritually bounded as a result of the ideological mission of *Balkan*).

Yet given these reports of widespread educational mobilization in line with *Balkan*’s ideological postulations, the next part of the chapter will argue that these by no means represented the response of a unified community reacting positively to *Balkan*’s call. Instead, this part draws attention to the deep fragmentations and antagonisms within the Muslim community. In addition to condemning the conservative reactions towards the modern education, readers` letters discussed in this part repeatedly demonized the so called “partizans” which were Muslim officials whom readers accused of treacherously cooperating with Bulgarian parties for their own self interests. In this regard various individuals such as Muslim officials in the endowment commissions (*vakıf komisyonları*) and educational commissions (*ma’ârif encümeleri*) as well as high-ranking Muslim officials such as the head *mufti* and the Muslim deputies were decried as corrupted by the wealth and power bestowed upon them by the Bulgarian government in return for their betraying the interests of their brethren, what the authors of the letters consistently referred to as the Muslim nation. *Partizans* were often
charged with national treason and posited to be “fake” religious conservatives. The deep political cleavages that the term partisan connoted moreover played themselves out during the process of the elections of Muslim deputies for the new Bulgarian parliament in 1911. The last part of the chapter is devoted to letters from the Ottoman Empire and particularly Albanian provinces that trumpeted a discourse of “Ottoman patriotism”.

Thus, in a nutshell, this thesis attempts to conceptualize an intriguing ideological device of the Ottoman Empire charged with monitoring and ideologically moulding both the Muslims in a foreign sovereign country and in Empire`s contested territories. The ensuing discussion will address in much more detail both the mechanisms and limits of this project.
Chapter 1: Theoretical Chapter

1.1. Theoretical Framework

Modernist theories of nationalism do not elaborate much on the question of minorities. Rather, they focus less on the dynamics of minority political mobilization and analyze in detail the political and economic transformations that gave rise to the phenomenon of the nation state which is above all characterized by its goal towards cultural and ethnic homogenization. The major distinction, in terms of minority policies conventionally distinguishes between civic and ethnic national forms each presupposing a fixed response towards minorities in the form of inclusion or exclusion, liberal incorporation or persecution and assimilation respectively. This distinction usually came to be associated with a West-East divide within Eastern European nationalisms thought to be marked by ethnic extremism and the pronounced exclusion of minorities.³ In these studies, there is not much emphasis placed on how minorities respond to, or politically mobilize to situate themselves within the emerging nation states since as a rule they are conceived as directly subjected to and shaped by government policies and regarded as victimized, persecuted or assimilated respectively.

Many studies done on the Muslim and Turkish minority in the Bulgarian nation state similarly adopted this framework, as these groups are seen monolithic and thoroughly victimized by the Bulgarian state which is thought to be perennially inclined to assimilate and

liquidate its minorities on the path of ethnic and cultural homogenization. As a response to such policies, the key minority response is often argued to be the option of immigration to Turkey, and any organization of the Muslim minority is discussed to be isolated communal organizations without much stress on any political dimension, ideological goal or the dynamic informing them.

Yonca Köksal analyzes the minority policies of Bulgaria until the establishment of the communist regime in 1944 and proposes a path-dependent model. Accordingly, in the early years of the Bulgarian state after 1908, the definition of the Muslim minority was based on the Ottoman millet system which was pitted against Bulgarian national identity. Close scrutiny from the Ottoman Empire/Republic of Turkey, struggle between the liberal and conservative Bulgarian politicians and the disunity of the Muslim community prevented Bulgarian minority policies to become repressive or assimilationist, and consequently, the state response was either indifference or toleration. For Köksal, only when Bulgarian elite unity was achieved with the right wing governments of 1930’s (under the authoritarian and elitist regime led by the Zveno group) and when the Turkish minority unified around an ethnic category, assimilation and repression became viable state policies.

---


Although, this model marks a departure from the previous generation of scholarship on the Muslim minority in Bulgaria in that it highlights Turkish political mobilization after the establishment of the Republic, the suggestion that any effective minority political mobilization in Bulgaria occurred only at that period with the crystallization of Turkish ethnic identity in Bulgaria deserves a more detailed study. It also sheds little light on the organization and ideological usages of minority mobilization by the kin state (i.e. Ottoman Empire/Turkey). Thus it disregards how encroachments upon the Muslims in Bulgaria under a rapidly nationalizing environment bred intensive conflict which was in turn ideologically used by political actors commissioned by the Ottoman Empire both for propaganda purposes and to mobilize this community within the Bulgarian nation state.

This thesis contends that the *Balkan* newspaper analyzed in this study constitutes a considerable attempt towards the political mobilization of the Muslim community in Bulgaria prior to the establishment of the Turkish Republic. Moreover, this attempt was not only restricted to a moral concern to empower Muslims in the region *per se* but was also intimately linked to serve the ideological and legitimization concerns of the CUP power in the Ottoman Empire. Indeed, the newspaper as an ideological tool of the CUP set out to monitor closely any infringement of the Bulgarian state/civilians upon the Muslims of Bulgaria and Ottoman Macedonia. For this end, as a publication circulating throughout Bulgaria, Macedonia and other provinces of the Ottoman Empire, *Balkan* laid a comprehensive surveillance network upon the Muslims and used the letters of its audiences in Bulgaria and Macedonia as information-gathering mechanisms on such encroachments. These reports were, in turn, used to protest and undermine the Bulgarian state’s authority and portrayed Muslims emotively as subject to
Bulgarian atrocities to promote the Ottoman cause in neighboring Macedonia for the consumption of the paper’s different audiences outside of Bulgaria. Moreover, Balkan tried to empower Muslims in Bulgaria socially and politically against the Bulgarian state. Its bold and outspoken ideological articles and opinion pieces similarly criticized the Bulgarian government, stood for the Ottoman cause in Macedonia and vehemently tried to legitimize CUP political power in the Ottoman Empire. Thus, the minority political mobilization studied in the pages and policies of Balkan is not constitutive of a spontaneous process that gradually develops through minorities’ political determination but is rather predicated upon a conscious ideological project informed by the minority’s kin state, the Ottoman Empire. In order to conceptualize this aspect, Brubaker’s analytical insights offer useful departure points.

Brubaker, in his book *Nationalism Reframed: Nationhood and the National Question in the New Europe* argues that rather than employing a dual framework to understand nation-state policies and minority responses, contemporary nationalisms should be analyzed by taking into account the triadic relationship between newly independent nationalizing host states, national minorities, and homeland kin states. Although the argument by Brubaker is specifically devised to analyze the competing nationalisms during and after the break-up of Yugoslavia, his approach is also quite useful for coming to terms with the dynamics of the Muslim minority mobilization in Bulgaria before the Balkan Wars (1912-13). In a related article, Brubaker elaborates on his analytic concepts which offer useful theoretical grounds to analyze the material within this study.

---

Namely, Brubaker proposes that nationalizing host states, national minorities and homeland states each should be understood not as substantial, fixed and reified entities but as political categories and fields of differentiated and competitive positions. Specifically, within the composition of a national minority, there are different organs, parties, movements, individuals and political entrepreneurs each seeking to represent the minority to its putative members or to the host state and thus trying to monopolize the legitimate representation of the minority group. Thus, for Brubaker, the term national minority does not refer to internally unified and sharply bounded groups but to a loose and imperfect designation for a field of competing stances. With regards to these differing positions available to actors operating within a national minority, while some may press for collective cultural and political rights or else for autonomy and separation (invoking the patronage and protection of the homeland state) based on the claim of membership to a different ethno-cultural nationality than the host state, others may prefer to cooperate with the host state and avoid overtly displaying any type of loyalty to the homeland or kin state. According to Brubaker, competing stances within the field of a national minority may vary to such an extent that even the question whether the group should understand and represent itself as such may be challenged by some of the operating actors. Nationalizing states and homeland states themselves are predicated upon competing stances, as there may be degrees in terms of advocating nationalizing policies and patronizing, monitoring the national minority within the host state. In this triangular relation, actors in each three fields monitor the other fields to come up with policy decisions that best serve their particular interests.8

This approach fits with the material of this study in several respects. First, Ethem Ruhi’s career in Bulgaria and his enterprise in the form of Balkan newspaper after the Young Turk Revolution of 1908 was directly informed and induced by the Ottoman state under the Young Turk regime. In his memoirs, Ruhi notes that although his activities before the so-called constitutional revolution were part of the broader Young Turk opposition against the rule of Abdülhamit II (r. 1876-1909), after the regime changed hands he was specifically instructed by the Grand Vizier Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa and the leading cadres of the Committee of the Union and Progress such as Talat and Cavit Beys to remain in Bulgaria and lay the groundwork for mobilizing the Turkish community. According to Ruhi, the grand vizier explicated his task by stating that he was hoping to see Ruhi as the “Delčev of Turks” in the Balkans, referring to the leader of Bulgarian and Macedonian Committees who organized revolts and terrorist activities against the Ottoman state. Ruhi, himself states his goal as “repudiating the lie of the victimized Christians and cruel Turks” and “to work for keeping alive the Turkish identity in the Balkans”.  

Yet, although his memoirs of that were written *ex post facto* in 1947 for Kemalist audiences in the Turkish Republic and Ruhi claims that his ideological task was to support and bolster the “Turks” of Bulgaria (i.e., in ethnic terms), the actual language used to describe the Muslim community in Bulgaria and the Balkans in general was much different. That is, the prevalent appellations Balkan used to refer to its audience concerning these groups were the “Muslims of Bulgaria” (*Bulgaristan Müslümanları*) or the broader notion of the “Muslim nation” (*millet-i İslâm*), thus betraying the diversity and complexity of the groups that Balkan

---

sought to address and bolster. In the case of Bulgaria, although it is true *Balkan* could only be regularly followed by the Turkish speakers, fashioning this newspaper as the “protector of the victimized Muslims of Bulgaria” offered greatest leverage both in terms of making effective propaganda against the Bulgarian state and gaining the sympathy of a diverse, Ottoman-Muslim audience. Indeed, even within the confines of Bulgaria, Muslim communities (including the Turkish community) did not operate upon fully crystallized identities. At the same time, by portraying a monolithic Muslim nation subject to Bulgarian atrocities, *Balkan*’s pages could serve as a discursive device for the Ottoman government which could fashion itself as a spiritual homeland state because of its status as the caliphate of all Muslims, monitor Balkan Muslims and even interfere and claim them as its own at critical moments, especially when a similar role of protectorate over Macedonian Christians was ardently articulated by the Bulgarian state. When addressing different Ottoman audiences, *Balkan* again emphasized common Muslim origin, particularly to secure the Albanian populations` loyalty which was under siege by the 1910-1911 Albanian uprisings. Concerning *Balkan*’s Macedonian politics, the common suffering of Muslims under Bulgarian national activism was a major ideological trope used against Bulgarian claims of Ottoman atrocities inflicted on the Bulgarian population in the contested region. It may be useful to suggest that although the identities of both (especially provincial) Muslims and Christians were to some extent still fluid during the Macedonian crisis,¹⁰ bitter contestation undertaken by national activists and paramilitaries to

---

¹⁰ See for instance Gingeras`s chapter which argues that by 1912 the fluidity in Macedonian peoples` identities was still observable and were informed by such factors as multilingual common existence, provincial or urban background and confessional affiliation: Ryan Gingeras, “The Empire's Forgotten Children:Understanding the Path from Ottomanism to Titoism in Muslim Macedonia, 1912-1953 ” in *Ottoman Legacies in the Contemporary*
impose their respective ethnic national categories upon the Christian population marked the region achieving noteworthy appeal in some cases.\textsuperscript{11} Thus, it seems that Ottoman Empire and CUP, along with \textit{Balkan} as their mouthpiece, operated within the discursive field that informed the Macedonian nationalisms as they identified the category of Bulgarian as potentially violent and hostile and increasingly defined the Muslim population as their legitimate flock whose loyalties to the regime had to be secured.

Returning to \textit{Balkan}'s ideological agendas that targeted Muslims in Bulgaria, spreading modern education and associational activities was conceptualized as the major means for political mobilization. A significant element in \textit{Balkan}'s discourse included the call to raise the educational level and associational capacity of the Muslim community in line with the requirements of “civilization” and “social progress” (an understanding which was in line with the CUP outlook towards modern education in order to improve Ottoman society, to raise its national consciousness and to shield it from foreign encroachments) to enable its political survival and render it politically capable to stand for its political rights. To this end, the reigning discourse in \textit{Balkan} portrayed the Muslim community as thoroughly victimized and

\footnotesize{
\textit{Mediterranean: The Balkans and the Middle East Compared} ed. Eyal Ginio and Karl Kaser (Jerusalem: The European Forum at the Hebrew University, 2013), 123, 125.
\textsuperscript{11} İpek Yosmaoğlu demonstrates how the Ottoman census between 1905 and 1907 resulted in various national activists’ massive attempts to demonstrate the preponderance of their respective ethnic identity in the region in order to back up the territorial claims of their nation states. To this end, intense manipulation was carried out to impose particular ethnic identities onto otherwise diverse and multilingual population: İpek, K. Yosmaoğlu, “Counting Bodies, Shaping Souls: The 1903 Census and National Identity in Ottoman Macedonia,” \textit{International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies} 38 (2006): 61-62.

Anastasia Karakasidou investigates the Hellenization process of the Guezna/Assiros town’s Slavic speaking population in the north of Thessaloniki spearheaded by the town’s commercial elite: Anastasia N. Karakasidou, \textit{Fields of Wheat, Hills of Blood: Passages to Nationhood in Greek Macedonia, 1870-1990} (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 467.}
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oppressed, but it was also critical of the community because it was not yet capable of defending its rights due to its “ignorance” and “backwardness.”

Balkan’s complex ideological mission to indoctrinate Muslims in Bulgaria in line with its versatile ideological arsenal and to empower them politically through modern education was not an uncontested project. The Muslim community was highly divided in terms of the degree of affiliation with the Bulgarian political parties as well as in terms of their outlook towards modernity and their loyalty to the CUP regime. In this sense, it seems also useful to apply Brubaker’s notion of national minority not as a substantial entity but as a “variably configured” and “continuously contested political field” whereby different actors within the field raise their competing stances (which may include the renunciation of the category altogether). Based on the material of this study, it becomes apparent that the Muslim community was not a monolithic entity and various individuals’ diverse affiliations and convictions induced much conflict and censure.

With regard to endorsing the Young Turk ideology, it becomes apparent that some groups were in opposition to the regime and still opposed to the ideals it tried to infuse. Ömer Turan and Kyle Evered suggest that before the proclamation of the constitutional regime, the Turkish community of Bulgaria was divided between the followers of Abdulhamit II and supporters of the Young Turk opposition, and members of each attempted to dominate certain community institutions. This trend seems to have continued during 1910 and 1911 as letters in the newspaper reveal instances where individuals both native to Bulgaria and coming from

---

the Ottoman Empire contested Young Turk ideals such as “liberty” and modern education. These types of individuals were thoroughly denounced and protested both by the readers’ letters and by the newspaper as “true infidels under the guise of Muslims” who wanted to divide the Muslim community by injecting disorder and sedition. Secondly, another major criticism was directed to individuals who were accused of belonging to Bulgarian political parties, people who were called by contributors to the newspaper as “partizan”, that is, as individuals who were willing to put their personal interests above the “Muslim nation”, thus preventing its political articulation as a single body. Thirdly, certain actors cooperating with the Bulgarian state (more specifically, with Malinov’s government and his Democratic Party) including the Muslim deputies in the Parliament, the head mufti, the mufti of Plovdiv, as well as the journalists and authors of Sofya Muhâbiri (The correspondent of Sofia) newspaper who were supportive of the head mufti were dismissed as “traitors”, “enemies of the community” and “puppets of the government”. In numerous instances the term partizan was used to refer to individuals who served the Bulgarian interests yet pretended to be religiously conservative to oppose to CUP. Consequently, it is reasonable to suggest that as in Brubaker’s conceptualization, the Bulgarian Muslim minority was a political field wherein varying groups expressed their different affiliations, and Ethem Ruhi and his enterprise acted only as one venue via which the struggle to represent the Muslim body as a mobilized political entity (closely aligned with the Young Turk regime) was sustained.

In order to realize this end, Balkan did not operate alone but was part of a network of similar newspapers. Tırpan (Scythe), Tuna (The Danube), Türk Sadâsi (Turkish Voice), and Vatan (Fatherland) were newspapers operating after the second constitutional period in
Bulgaria and trumpeted similar ideological positions. It seems that newspapers and intellectuals opposing the Young Turk regime were also present in Bulgaria, most notably epitomized by İttihâd-ı İslâm (Islamic Union) published between 1908-09 by Filibeli Ahmet Hilmi, a former Young Turk figure who increasingly turned towards conservative Islamic thought and opposed to Young Turk’s westernizing inclinations. Yusuf Ziyaeddin Ezheri, Kivameddin Nur Mehmet, Hüseyin Hüsnü, Emrullah Feyzullah were other contemporary figures who represented either reformist Islamist thought or conservative Islam in Bulgaria. They were transnational figures educated either in Cairo under the tutelage of reformist Islamist scholar Muhammed Abduh or in Istanbul madrasas. Nonetheless, they seem to have become actively involved in the political life of Bulgarian Muslims after 1918, most notably through the establishment of Nuvvab School in Shumen (Medresetü’l Nüvvâb) in 1922 to raise the Muslim religious officials and muftis for Muslims in Bulgaria, which was going to become a stronghold of the conservative block, along with the members of the political exiles purged from the Republic of Turkey against the intellectual and secular groups backing up the Kemalist reforms, secular education and the adoption of the Latin alphabet.

It should be emphasized that Ethem Ruhi’s efforts to mobilize the Muslim community date back before the proclamation of Ottoman constitutional regime when he first set foot in Bulgaria in 1904 to be able to pursue his oppositional activities at a spot closer to Istanbul. He was one among a handful of Young Turk intellectuals who gathered in Bulgaria for

---

revolutionary activity against Abdulhamit II. Yonca Köksal counts Ruhi as one of the transnational political activists alongside similar figures such as Tahir Lütfü, Ali Fehmi and Doctor Neşet who brought their organizational capacities and political ideas to Bulgaria to inform first associational initiatives. Accordingly, one of the first political associations, the Muslim Teachers’ Union (*Mu'allimîn-i İslâmîyye Cemî'îyet-i İttihâdiyyesi*) was founded in 1906 by the initiatives of Ali Fehmi and Ethem Ruhi.\(^\text{17}\) Numerous Young Turk journals published during this time in Bulgaria such as *Hamîyyet* (The Zeal), *Uhuıvet* (The Brotherhood), *Şark* (The Orient), *Muvâzene* (The Balance), *Gayret* (The Effort) and *Tuna* (The Danube) along with Ruhi’s papers *Rumelî* (Ramelia) (1905), and *Balkan* (1907), were in close contact with the Russian Muslim intellectuals and political movements (epitomized by Jadidist movement led by İsmail Gasprinski which advocated worldwide Turkic and Muslim unity)\(^\text{18}\). These propagated the tenets of Young Turk ideology and called for Muslim political mobilization in much the same way as *Balkan* did after the establishment of the Young Turk government. Yet, after 1908, the transformation of the Bulgaria into a fully independent state, and the establishment of *Balkan* under official Ottoman tutelage imbued the mobilization of the Muslim community novel characteristics on a conflicting network binding the Bulgarian state, Muslim minorities and the Ottoman state (as discussed previously with regard to Brubaker’s theories). After the foundation of the Turkish Republic, the triadic relationship between the Bulgarian state, Turkish minority and the Turkish state continued while the Republic turned to backing solely the Turkish minority (rather than the Muslim community), provided financial

---

\(^{17}\)Ibid., 202-203.

assistance for activities of groups and associations advocating the Kemalist reforms and closely scrutinized both the conservative religious segments and the political exiles in Bulgaria.¹⁹

1.2. Methodology

1.2.1. Readers’ Letters and “Watchdog Journalism”

Focusing on readers’ letters to the editor as a historical source raises above all the problem of fabrication, namely, the probability that some of these letters may have been written by the editor himself or by the authors of the newspaper for purposes of propaganda conveying a false sense of public opinion among the Muslim community in Bulgaria. Admittedly, this problem is not easy to solve, especially in the absence of subscription data; in some cases even the presence of such data cannot validate the identity of the letter writing readers who tended alternatively to use pen names, initials or hide their names altogether. Despite such methodological reservations, several scholars used readers’ letters for their various studies by judging on the writing style to argue for their authenticity and at times arriving at the conclusion that they were indeed fabricated. Nonetheless, it seems plausible to suggest that fabricated or not, the issues and concerns raised in those letters provide important clues to the existing fault lines, debates and social and political cleavages within their contexts.²⁰

²⁰For instance Christil Catanzaro focuses on the letters written to the Iranian constitutional newspapers Sur-e Esrafil and Ruh-ul Quods which reflected the deep resentment of the provincial intellectuals with the constitutionalist regime although they had struggled for its establishment. Thus these letters manifest that there was not only a monolithic ideological split between the conservatives and the constitutionalists and the latter group was highly unsatisfied with the way the constitutional regime was applied in the provinces: Christil Catanzaro, “Leserbriefe in Sur-e Esrafil und Ruhul- Quodsals Forum des Informationsaustausches fur die Intelligenzija der
Regarding, the letters present in *Balkan*, it may be plausible to make a case for their authenticity since in many instances the names and the provinces were mentioned and detailed references were made to many events, individuals, associations and their members, and details abounded involving charity events and fund raising campaigns. Moreover as discussed in the next two chapters, readers’ letters proved substantial for Ethem Ruhi. Letters from Muslims of Bulgaria who had been subjected to Bulgarian state’s/civilians atrocities constituted one of the main outlets through which he was able to monitor this community and use their predicament as a pillar of his propaganda. In late March 1910, he was prosecuted by the Bulgarian authorities for his harsh criticisms on the atrocities reported in such letters. During his trials he was able to summon the letter writers although many of them had already immigrated to the Ottoman Empire. He, moreover, let their photographs taken and published in *Balkan* as yet another propaganda reflecting both the Muslims’ and his cause.

Some studies done on the readers’ letters manifest certain similarities to *Balkan*’s case in terms of the functions of newspapers and their relation to their audience and in terms of the

---


Evan Siegel mentions several letters written by a woman to the Azerbaijani newspaper *Molla Nasr od -Din* (which advocated western liberal thought and emancipation of Muslim women) in 1906 and 1907. Although this women described herself as a backward old villager, Siegel argues that in reality she is Hamide Hanım, the editor’s wife who blatantly challenged the newspaper deep seated oriental attitude towards Muslim women whom they described as detestable and backwards in relation to Russian and Armenian women: Evan Siegel, “A Woman’s Letters to Molla Nasr od -Din (Tiflis),” in *Presse und Öffentlichkeit im Nahen Osten*, ed. Christoph Herzog et al. (Heidelberg: Heidelberger Orientverlag, 1995), 144, 146, 149.

Ruth Haerkotter- Uzun’s analysis focuses on the Ottoman women’s magazine *Mahasin* that operated in the second constitutional period until 1909 and takes up a woman’s letter allegedly sent from a poor woman in Üsküp (Skopje) which challenged the ways in which the incipient Ottoman women’s movement remained restricted to the debates of a handful of elite men and women. Although, based on the learned style, Uzun argues that in fact the author should have stemmed from an upper class family, the protesting letter revealed the nascent Ottoman women’s movement’s limited access which was not available for working and low class women: Ruth Haerkotter-Uzun, “Öffentliche Diskussion in der Istanbuler Frauenpresse zu Beginn der Zweiten Konstitutionellen Periode am Beispiel Mahasin,” in *Presse und Öffentlichkeit im Nahen Osten*, ed. Christoph Herzog et al. (Heidelberg: Heidelberger Orientverlag, 1995), 90.
function of the letters themselves. In the former case, Tadeusz Swietochowski for example argues that, similar to Balkan the Azeri newspaper Akıncı operating in 1875-1877 under Russian censorship tried to educate and socially improve its audience, that is, the Turkish speaking Azeri community in line with Enlightenment related ideas. Moreover, letters sent to this paper as in the case of Balkan attested to the deep cleavages within the Azeri society in terms of Sunni and Shiite communities. The editor of the paper tried to cut the ties of the latter group to Persia which they regarded as their spiritual homeland and attach their loyalties both to a unified Azeri national community and to the Ottoman Empire, an effort which proved to be fruitless due to Shiites’ unwillingness for this project. Alarmed against a possibility of incipient Turkism and inclination towards the Ottoman Empire, in 1877, the Russian officialdom closed down the paper.21

Sabine Praetor analyzes letters to Istanbul newspapers sent by Arab deputies, provincial ʿulemā, notables and merchants as both ways of propaganda devices and outlets through which provincial complaints were voiced. Within this platform, both pro Young Turk and oppositional Arab deputies took place for varied purposes of refuting allegations against them and boosting (via open letters to government and grand vizierate) their claims to the demands and needs of their various provinces mobilizing their voting base to write letters alongside them. Yet, letters from provincial notables complaining about official corruption and mismanagement were also

often encountered via which the correspondents raised their various claims in line with their social position and status.\footnote{22 Sabine Praetor, “Arabishe Stimmen in der Istanbuler Presse der Jungturkenzeit,” in Presse und Öffentlichkeit im Nahen Osten, ed. Christoph Herzog et al. (Heidelberg: Heidelberger Orientverlag, 1995), 123-129.}

Another significant insight concerning the scholarly employment of readers’ letters is provided by Matthew Lenoe’s study on the use of Soviet readers’ correspondences (including a period well into the 1970’s yet laying more focus on 1920s and 1930s). This endeavor is quite ground breaking in that it treats this material as a state tool of governance whereby the Soviet state, including the highest ranked party officials used letters alternatively as ways of educating and shaping the public identity of its subjects, gathering surveillance and intelligence data on local officials and on satisfaction and complacence with state policies (the letters were conveyed to the intelligence networks).\footnote{23 Matthew Lenoe, “Letter Writing and the State: Reader correspondence with newspapers as a source for early Soviet history,” Cahiers du monde russe 40 (1999):140, 142,168. James H. Krukones similarly discusses the use of letters in pre-revolutionary Russia as a tool of political education: James H. Krukones, To the people: The Russian government and the newspaper Sel’ski vestnik 1881-1917 (New York: Garland, 1987).} Thus, similar to Balkan, in this case letters were used as information gathering devices. Through these, the Soviet state could learn about the degree of effectiveness of its ideological penetration and identify its “corrupt” and “disloyal” subjects or officials and do propaganda and increase state control by reporting their prosecution in newspapers. Propaganda and education about state ideology and tenets of the Bolshevism was enhanced via the mimicking discourse of the letter authors (who were instructed both by additional newspaper leaflets, conferences and individual instructors at the local level).\footnote{24 Ibid., 144-148, 159.}

A last stream of literature that may be useful to think about Balkan’s mission is based on the concept of “watchdog journalism” which indicates a newspaper’s close scrutiny and
criticism of groups deemed to be hostile and damaging for the population’s interests that the newspaper advocates and speaks for. A majority of works drawing on this concept focus on the contemporary period or the history of formation of this concept and emphasize such media’s role as “watchdogs” over the government and business sectors to protect the interests of the public good as well as the limits of such ventures. In closer association with Balkan, some contemporary and historical studies discuss how ethnic minority newspapers promote the interests of the respective ethnic groups they represent. Apart from challenging the broader society’s encroachment on these groups, these papers also try to mobilize and politically and socially educate them which would in turn enable them to defend their rights. Such papers also aim at preserving the ethnic culture and strengthening the cohesion of the group and its identity. Lastly, with a trend similar to Balkan, such media welcome readers’ letters as informants who announce the problems and conflicts they face within the broader society. For instance,

---

25 For instance Ibelema Minabere discusses this function in the African press and she also adds that increasingly the press tends to become a “watchdog” over societal values that stand against democratization as well: Ibelema, Minabere: “The press as a “watchdog” of the people: Revisiting a theoretical triad,” African Journalism Studies 33 (2012): 10-13.

For a volume discussing the limits of “watchdog journalism” in China under the Party State which decides what elements in state structure can be watched over: David Banduski and Martin Hala, edit., Investigative Journalism in China: Eight cases in Chinese Watchdog Journalism (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2010).


Sharon, M. Murphy analyzes how native Indian newspapers in the United States starting with 1828 set out to fulfill all these outlined functions and tried to socially and politically educate the tribal Indian population for political survival, defied non-native encroachments over native peoples’ rights and lands. The contemporary native Indian newspapers in the United States, apart from trying to unite the native Indians and keep the ethnic and cultural identity alive, also rely on readers’ letters to communicate with its dispersed readers and to become critically informed about their conflicts and problems within the broader society acting thus as a “watchdog” over the broader American society to stand for their co-ethnics. What differentiates Balkan from these studies is its “watchdog performance” over a foreign sovereign state in the name of the Empire. Its close monitoring of both Muslims in Bulgaria and Macedonia against Bulgarian infringements was rather an ideological mission geared towards legitimizing the Ottoman and CUP cause in Macedonia than a bounded and local attempt to mobilize the Muslims of Bulgaria. In this sense, in the post imperial context of the Bulgarian sovereign nation state, imperial networks were very much intact to curve spaces of influence and legitimization for the Ottoman Empire. The next two chapters will demonstrate how this influence was tried to be established through the mechanism of Balkan focusing on the political ventures of its editor Ethem Ruhi, Balkan’s discursive content and the corroboration of readers’ letters respectively.

Chapter 2: Balkan’s Unique Position as an Ottoman Ideological Mouthpiece in another Sovereign Nation

This chapter sets out to substantiate Balkan’s mission as an ideological device addressing different audiences both outside as well as inside the Ottoman Empire. Based on biographical data on Ruhi and information regarding his enterprise Balkan, first I will argue that this ideological medium not only constituted an Ottoman propaganda organ in Bulgaria, i.e., a foreign sovereign nation where it was based, but was also a cross border medium for conveying CUP propaganda to the Ottoman audiences in adjacent Ottoman territories such as Macedonia and other parts of the Empire. Moreover, it kept the Ottoman Muslim subjects in Istanbul and other Anatolian provinces informed about the plight of their coreligionists under Bulgaria that had recently obtained its independence from the Ottoman Empire. This way while it forged their solidarity with their brethren in Bulgaria, concomitantly it fostered anti Christian sentiments towards Christians which would also have considerable implication for the future persecution of Ottoman Christians, most notably for Greeks and Armenians. In this sense, the leaders of the Committee of the Union and Progress charged Ruhi and his staff to create a newspaper with a specific ideological mission, but the paper also had other versatile functions. In terms of monitoring any state infringement on the communal rights of Muslims in Bulgaria and Bulgarians` attacks against them, Balkan both stood against the Bulgarian state authority and tried to politically unite and mobilize the Muslim community against it. Balkan’s propaganda about Macedonia and the plight of Muslims in Bulgaria, in the same vein, addressed the Ottoman audience in İstanbul and Anatolia as well. The portrayal of Bulgarian
Muslims’ plight moreover was used as an ideological counter argument against Bulgaria’s similar claims that Ottoman Bulgarians/Christians in Macedonia were oppressed by Ottoman atrocities in the region. For this vast monitoring task, Balkan also relied on its readers’ letters that emotively explicated their predicaments. These letters were dialogically employed because Balkan commented on them and thus crafted their representation in line with its agenda of promoting the Muslims’ cause.

The first section of this chapter will introduce Balkan’s editor Ethem Ruhi and discuss his vision for founding the newspaper in order to demonstrate that letters from Muslims in Bulgaria as well as other parts of the Ottoman Empire to the paper’s editors, betrayed that the ideological content of Balkan resonated with its readership as a medium that sought to shape Muslim public opinion in Bulgaria and Macedonia. The second section will focus on cornerstones of Balkan’s ideological content using various articles from the paper. The first group of these vociferously criticized the Bulgarian government’s Muslim minority policies, monitored social assaults against Muslims, and called for Muslim political empowerment through unison and education. Other types of articles deal mostly with the Ottoman cause in Macedonia and legitimized CUP power in the Ottoman Empire. These articles as a whole provide a representative snapshot of Balkan’s ideological venture which ambitiously employed many agendas and addressed many different audiences in line with these.
2.1. Biography of Ethem Ruhi and His Enterprise Balkan

Ethem Ruhi was one of the prominent members of the revolutionary Committee of the Union and Progress which he joined during his studies at the Imperial Medical College in Istanbul and soon became an ardent member as a result of which he was exiled to Tripoli in 1897. He escaped from there to Geneva where he published the newspaper “Osmanlı” (The Ottoman), the prominent organ of the Committee’s Geneva branch, along with İshak Sukuti and Abdullah Cevdet. He continued to publish this newspaper in London, Folkestone and Cairo at different points receiving financial aid and patronage from Damad Mahmud Paşa and Sait Halim Paşa until 1904.28

In his memoirs written in 1947, Ruhi recalls that he settled in Sophia in 1904 charged with the specific task of supporting acts of sabotage (such as political assassinations) against Ottoman officials loyal to the Abdulhamid II, and engage in propagating publishing activities against the regime of the sultan. Ruhi claims that after feigning his willingness to be bought off by the sultan in return for giving up all his revolutionary activities, he accepted a post at the Ottoman Bulgarian Extraordinary Commissary. Intentionally using this post to validate the passports of the individuals who subsequently engaged in a failed assassination attempt against the sultan, he had to flee to Plovdiv (Filibe in Ottoman) where he started up his publishing house and published his dissident newspaper Rumeli (Rumelia) along with Rumeli Telgrafları (Telegrams from Rumelia) (which was a reporting medium publishing news obtained from

---

different press agencies) from 1905 onwards. *Balkan* was initially established in Plovdiv as a supplement to these two papers in 1906. Ruhi recounts that when he initially started these dissident publications, he acted rather cautiously by composing his articles in a mild tone in an attempt to win over the Turkish and Muslim community in Bulgaria who were mostly sympathizers with the sultan’s regime and regarded the Young Turks as faithless heretics. Gradually his articles’ oppositional stance grew in harshness.\(^{29}\) In his memoirs, Ruhi claims that he was sentenced to lifetime fortress imprisonment by Abdulhamid II’s regime in 1906 due to his subversive activities.\(^{30}\)

Ruhi soon shut down the production of *Rumeli* and *Rumeli Telgrafları* so that he could focus on *Balkan* (which was planned to be published daily except Mondays in contrast to the weekly *Rumeli* and to contain more assertive political articles in contrast to *Rumeli Telgrafları*). *Balkan* was circulated throughout Bulgarian cities, in Macedonia and in other Ottoman provinces and had a daily readership that reached thirty thousand.\(^{31}\) The lifespan of the paper proved long-lasting given its controversial profile in Bulgaria until 1920. This study, however, will focus on issues printed between 1910-1911 when *Balkan*’s ideological mission assumed its utmost importance after Bulgaria’s proclamation of independence and the events such as the Macedonian crisis and the Malinov government’s oppressive policies against Bulgaria’s

\(^{29}\) *Balkan*, “Hâtrâlari,” 30-31.

\(^{30}\) Ibid., 31.

\(^{31}\) *Balkan*’s circulation in Macedonia was evident not only by the readers’ letters from the region (which will be discussed in the next chapter) but also by a series of announcements for its distributors, representatives and readers in Macedonian provinces such as Thessaloniki (Selanik) and Skopje (Üsküp), see for instance: “Selanik ve Üsküp Müşterilerimize” *Balkan* No: 1104, Temmuz 10, 1326, 4. It also appears that *Balkan* also organized excursions to recruit readers and subscribers in Anatolia at different points. See for instance the announcement of such an excursion in which the information was given that *Balkan* author M. Mahir will roam the region between Bursa and Istanbul to offer the opportunity for *Balkan*’s subscription: “İstirhâmı mahsusamız,” *Balkan* No: 1133, Ağustos 13, 1326, 4. The readership figure about *Balkan*’s circulation is provided by Halil Bal: Bal, “Ethem Ruhi,” 367.
Muslims that led up to the Balkan Wars in 1912.\textsuperscript{32} Prior to the Balkan Wars and during the First World War, Ruhi published two additional papers respectively called \textit{Eyyâm} (The Days) and \textit{Resimli Balkan} (Balkan Illustrated) and wrote in other Turkish papers in Bulgaria such as \textit{Ahali} (People) and \textit{Çiftçi Bilgisi} (Knowledge for Farmers).\textsuperscript{33} According to Halil Bal, \textit{Balkan} became the most important and prestigious newspaper of the Turkish community in Bulgaria and significantly contributed to the formation of a “national consciousness” among the Turks, simultaneously advocating the Young Turk movement and modernization in the Ottoman Empire, though while reading through the pages of \textit{Balkan} it becomes very clear that the idea of a Turkish national consciousness was something that was far from a realistic agenda that the editors of \textit{Balkan} could achieve.\textsuperscript{34}

In his memoirs, Ruhi claims that after the proclamation of the constitutional regime in 1908, he was personally charged by the Grand Vizier Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa and the leading cadres of the Committee such as Talat Paşa and Cavit Bey to remain in Bulgaria to mobilize the Turkish/Muslim community politically, to continue to promote their ties to the CUP government and to engage in a counter ideological struggle against Bulgarian claims about Ottoman atrocities in Macedonia by emphasizing the Bulgarian state’s oppression of the

\textsuperscript{32}Balkan’s office was closed and torn down during the Balkan Wars. Although Halil Bal mentions that Mehmed Mahir, Halil Zeki and Hüsnü Mahmud assumed the administration of \textit{Balkan} during this time to continue the publication (since Ruhi was imprisoned), it is unclear whether the paper indeed continued to appear since neither Istanbul nor Sofia archives contain issues from the Balkan Wars. Sofia archives additionally contain issues from 1919 and 1920: Bal, “Ethem Ruhi,” 372-373.

\textsuperscript{33}Ibid., 366-367. No further information was found on \textit{Eyyâm}. \textit{Resimli Balkan} intended to promote the achievements of the Triple Alliance during World War I, and thus it is very probable that it was also commissioned by CUP. \textit{Ahali} newspaper was a weekly newspaper published between 1919-1924 by Mehmed Behçet Perim in Sofia. It was defined as a Turkish scientific and cultural newspaper disseminating popular and scientific information. \textit{Çiftçi Bilgisi} was the Turkish language version of the Agrarian Party’s official newspaper: Acaroğlu, \textit{Bulgaristan’da 120 Yıllık Türk Gazeteciliği}, 4, 11, 17, 37.

\textsuperscript{34}Bal, “Ethem Ruhi,” 368.
Muslim community.\textsuperscript{35} This was a significant ideological mission given that the combined bids of neighboring Balkan states over Ottoman Macedonia were a burning issue of the times. Not only Bulgaria but also other Balkan states’ presses were engaged in a similar ideological campaign regarding the Ottoman atrocities on their compatriots (and on Christians in general).

Given the CUP’s commission of Ruhi during this watershed moment in the region, this study argues that the second phase of \textit{Balkan}’s publication after 1908 was specifically geared towards monitoring and politically mobilizing the Muslim community, divulging and castigating Bulgarian government policies that threatened its Muslim readers, and providing a mouthpiece that counteracted the Bulgarian press’ parallel claims that the Ottoman government was oppressing “Bulgarian” brothers in the neighboring province of Macedonia. This charged publication aimed to address many diverse audiences: the Bulgarian state and the press, the Muslims in Bulgaria and the readers in the Ottoman Empire and Ottoman Macedonia. Thus, as the material in this and the next chapter will reveal, \textit{Balkan} was a medium entrusted with disparate but entangled tasks.

In this respect, Ruhi served as a cross-border actor addressing and operating between the Bulgarian state, the Bulgarian Muslim minority and the Ottoman Empire. He sought to bind the Muslim minority of Bulgaria to Young Turk political power and mold it according to its ideological tenets, thus simultaneously gaining and preserving its loyalty for the Ottoman Empire and laying the ground for the proliferation of political mobilization against the Bulgarian state. For instance, \textit{Balkan}’s close corroboration with the CUP government was evident in the 31\textsuperscript{st} March 1909 counter-revolution in Istanbul. Ruhi was financed by the

\textsuperscript{35}Balkan, \textit{Hatıraları}, 37-38.
commanders and military directors of the second and third armies such as Mahmud Şevket Paşa, İsmet İnönü and Kazım Karabekir to distribute *Balkan* to the soldiers stationed in Edirne and Thessaloniki who in their new roles as fighters against the Hamdian regime during the counter-revolution were prone to reactionary conservative ideas and therefore were prohibited from reading any other newspaper.\(^{36}\)

In late 1910 Ruhi was imprisoned in Bulgaria due to articles that harshly criticized the reigning government of Aleksandar Pavlov Malinov’s Democratic party. As I will discuss in more detail in the next chapter, his trial followed a reactionary article he had written upon receiving several readers’ letters reporting and protesting Bulgarian trouble-makers attacking Muslim villages in Karlova. Coupled with further charges based on other articles he wrote that criticized the Malinov’s government’s repressive policies against the Muslim community such as the demolition and confiscation of mosques, communal schools and religious endowments, as well as its appointment of meritless Muslim secular/religious officials (claimed by Ruhi to be traitors of the nation), Ruhi was sentenced with a two year prison sentence on 4 March 1910.

As will be discussed in the next chapter, the editorial staff of *Balkan* claimed that the *mufti* of Plovdiv, Süleyman Faik Efendi along with a corrupt Muslim official of the endowments – in cahoots with the Bulgarian government–reported Ruhi to Bulgarian authorities, thus leading to

---

\(^{36}\)Ibid., 39-40.

Ruhi’s harsh attacks on the so called *mürteci’s* who were accused of instigating the 31\(^{st}\) March incident can be observed throughout the heydays and aftermath of the incident. *Mürteci’s* were claimed to be fake *ulemas* who under a conservative Islamic guise only strived to re-obtain their advantageous positions as spies during the Hamidian regime. As will be mentioned in the next chapter, two of such figures, Şeyh Nesimî and Keşšâf who after the 31\(^{st}\) March incident had escaped to Plovdiv were charged with having converted to Protestantism. In order to underscore their fake Islamic persuasion, Ruhi, in his memoirs notes that he let the photographs of these two figures taken during their conversion: Ibid., 40.

Indeed this photo can be observed in *Balkan*’s 743\(^{th}\) issue along with Ruhi’s blatant article: Ethem Ruhi, “İmâni Kisvede Değil Kalbte Arayın,” *Balkan* No: 743, Mays 8, 1325, 1-2.
his arrest. After Ruhi’s imprisonment in 1910, the other members of Balkan’s staff continued to publish the paper.\footnote{Balkan No: 985, Şubat 19, 1325, 1-2.} Ruhi’s incarceration, however, became a major rallying point in the pages of Balkan, and he was depicted as the “great defender of the nation and religion sacrificing his life for their sake.” Balkan’s staff claimed that letters arrived every day to Balkan’s office both from every corner of the Ottoman Empire as well as throughout the entire world as far away as India or New York,\footnote{Balkan No: 1268, Kânûn-u sânî 28, 1326, 3.} and many letters that reached the editors from other parts of the Ottoman Empire condemned both Bulgarian government, called the treacherous Muslim authorities of Bulgaria as “traitors of the nation” and praised Ruhi as a Muslim savior, thus confirming Balkan’s ability to shape the public opinion of its broad readership. In his memoirs, Ruhi maintains that at several points the CUP even tried to help him escape from the prison, yet he refused to do so.\footnote{Balkan, Hatıraları, 43.} In any case, after serving six months of his sentence, Tsar Ferdinand released him at the request of the grand vizier. Balkan attributed the intervention of the grand vizier to the uproar and disturbance that Ruhi’s imprisonment induced in the Ottoman Empire. His amnesty was met with harsh condemnation in Bulgarian newspapers that maintained Ruhi was a tremendously dangerous and influential provocateur, and each of his articles had the influence of mobilizing Muslim guerillas in Macedonia against the Christian population. These papers pointed to three massive rallies of the Muslims which were held respectively in Plovdiv, Sofia and Thessaloniki to demand Ruhi’s release to attest to the threat he posed.\footnote{Balkan No: 1302, Mart 9, 1327, 3.} Considering these anecdotes and the fact that his bail was paid by fund-raising campaigns both in Bulgaria and the
Ottoman Empire, it seems reasonable to argue that Ruhi and his enterprise indeed enjoyed a considerable amount of influence to shape Muslim public opinion in the Balkans. Upon his release, Ruhi was instantly assigned by the CUP to give conferences throughout Macedonia in order to assist the CUP in its campaign for Ottoman parliamentary elections and to condemn the recent Albanian insurgency. According to his testimony, high-ranking CUP leaders such as Enver and Niyazi Bey – and even the young Mustafa Kemal – accompanied Ruhi to his conferences in Macedonia. Ruhi even claims that during these conferences, he survived three assassination attempts.\(^4\)

On the eve of the first Balkan War, Ruhi was again imprisoned. After nine months he was released by the Radoslavov government which would lead Bulgaria to the First World War as an ally of the Ottoman Empire. In 1915, he served as the deputy of Western Thrace at the Bulgarian National Assembly and became the General Inspectorate for Muslim Schools in 1920, yet he had to flee from Bulgaria and end the publication of Balkan with the rise of the Stamboliski government. Although he planned to revive Balkan in Turkey and also started up in a newspaper called Mecmu‘a-i Rûhî (Ruhi’s Magazine) in 1921 which focused on Muslims in Bulgaria and emigrants from Rumelia in the Ottoman Empire, this paper had to close after publishing only two issues.\(^2\) In 1946, with the establishment of the multiple party system, Ruhi

\(^4\) Although a certain degree of exaggeration may be present in Ruhi’s memoirs such as when he claimed to have gone around with forty body guards, regarding the assassination attempts, he gives rather convincing details. For instance, regarding the first two attempts after his release, he provides the names of the leaders of the Bulgarian guerilla bands that allegedly plotted against him, the specific place names and individuals involved. Concerning the third attempt during his conferences, he asserts that the Bulgarians’ commissioned a certain Albanian named Elmas, again providing comprehensive details. Thus, given his highly politicized career, these allegations about assassination attempts were probably true, although the perpetrators may have been different actors. For Ruhi’s portrayal of the assassination attempts, see: Balkan, Hatıraları, 42-45.

\(^2\)The reasons for this paper’s closure is not mentioned by Bal. Yet, the lack of funding (which CUP previously provided for Balkan) may have played a major role in Armistice Istanbul.
founded Turkey’s Workers and Farmers Party (Türkiye İşçi ve Çiftçi Partisi) yet failed to enter into the parliament, after which Ruhi withdrew from politics until his death in 1949.

2.2. The Discoursive Content of Balkan

2.2.1. Attacks against Malinov’s Democratic Government and the Call for Muslim Political Mobilization

One of the most significant discursive elements of Balkan was centered on its criticism of the Bulgarian Democratic government’s alleged attempts to tear apart Muslim communal life and deprive Muslims of their rights as minorities in the new Bulgarian state. Ruhi and his editors consistently accused the government of employing every measure to destroy the Muslim presence in Bulgaria by closing down the Muslim schools, opening Bulgarian schools in Turkish areas, breaking down Muslim religious endowments and by preventing Muslim intellectuals from politically mobilizing their communities (either by imprisoning or dismissing them from their administrative positions). Authors writing in Balkan further argued that the government co-opted the head mufti (chief religious official of the Muslims in Bulgaria) Muhiddin Efendi, his representatives and other Muslim deputies in exchange for their remaining inert and passive in the face of any violation of Muslim communal rights. In this respect, Balkan and its readers closely monitored any state incursion against the community, such as the demolition of mosques or the dismissal of a Muslim high school principal and reported about them in its pages. For instance, on 23 March 1911, Ruhi strongly criticized the Bulgarian government’s attempt to demolish the Sophia central mosque built by the famous Ottoman architect Sinan in the sixteenth century under the pretext of urban renovation and
modernization. Ruhi claimed that the mobilization to destroy Muslim mosques by the democratic municipalities had been going on for several years in violation of international treaties in virtually every Bulgarian town and village where there was a Muslim presence. He also argued that this policy was closely entangled with a perception of the Muslim/Turkish identity as inferior and worthless to the extent that instead of historical artifacts, mosques were regarded by the Bulgarians as tainting the modern urban landscape. In this respect, the head mufti was portrayed as the puppet of the government. Furthermore, the dismissal of Halil Zeki and Hüsameddin Giray, the directors of Muslim schools in Vidin, Dobrich and Ruse in January and February 1911 was similarly attributed to head mufti’s and Muslim deputies’ corroboration with the government to suppress major intellectual figures of the Muslim community.⁴³

It is indeed intriguing how a close network that monitored the rights of Muslims was established by Balkan and extended to the far flung towns and villages where repressive government policies were pursued. For instance on 19 January 1911, one of the writers of Balkan, using the penname Yomakov, argued that the Democratic government followed a cunning policy of cutting off the municipalities’ aid to Muslim schools by prohibiting the election of non-Bulgarian speakers to provincial municipality commissions through which such aid was legally requested. According to the author, this policy was coupled by extirpating the existing Muslim schools through government confiscation or through the opening of Bulgarian schools in Muslim towns to apply a policy of Bulgarization. The specific instances cited in this

---

article concerned the confiscation of a Muslim endowment and school in the Takia village of Stara Zagora and the opening of Bulgarian schools in the Turkish villages of Silistra and in the Gagauz and Pomak villages of Varna, Dobrich, Hofca and Rodop regions. In this respect, the author argued that the recent increase in the Ministry of Education’s budget materialized in order to undermine the relevance of the Turkish language and Islam, and the author was also critical of Muslim deputies who stood by passively.  

The intensity of Balkan’s “watch-dog” surveillance of the Bulgarian government’s infringements upon the rights of its Muslim minority in every town and village of Bulgaria was also coupled with a close monitoring of inter-confessional conflicts in towns and villages. These reports were oftentimes based on the letters and the telegrams sent by the residents of these respective towns and villages in which the incidents occurred, attesting to the close connection of the Muslim community in Bulgaria with Balkan and its perception of this medium as organization to stand up for its cause. It seems that Balkan’s “watch-dog” performance was not only limited by informing and challenging the government for not preventing these incidents. Apart from calling the government to act on these clashes to redress the injustice that afflicted the Muslim community, it seems that Ethem Ruhi personally engaged in legally pursuing such incidents. For instance in 1909 he sent a telegram to Tsar Ferdinand to request his intervention to stop Bulgarians’ increasing attacks against the Muslim villages since the Democratic government was unwilling to do so. 

---

45 This information was obtained from a reader’s letter from Varna on 5 March 1909: Raşid, “Millet Sedâsi: Varna dan Yazılıyor,” Balkan No: 680, Şubat 20, 1324, 3. Although this study is based on the period between 1910-1911, an initial exploratory research was also undertaken on Balkan’s issues from 1909. In this year, readers’ letters from many Bulgarian provinces reporting Bulgarians’ assaults on Muslims’ and criticisms of the
A typical example of this type of surveillance was raised for instance on 16 June 1911 regarding two instances of murder in Razgrad. In one case a young Muslim man and in another two Muslim woodcutters were reported to have been intentionally murdered by Bulgarians. In the latter case the perpetrator was alleged to said that he intended to “drink Muslim blood” before slaying his Muslim counterparts.46 In cases of such claims of murder or repeated Bulgarian effacement of mosques and Muslims schools, Balkan as a rule questioned the justice of the government, the head mufti and the Muslim deputies and asserted that it will struggle to pursue and oversee these instances via applying to the law courts.47

Balkan’s pronounced portrayal of a Muslim community in peril throughout 1910 and 1911 was intimately linked with the aggressively nationalizing policies of the Democratic government of Malinov which in 1911 fell apart and gave way to Geshov’s Nationalist and Danev’s Progressive Parties. According to Crampton, this transformation was informed by an increasingly acute need to stake Bulgarian claims over Macedonia and to ensure definite alliances with Russia and other competing Balkan states.48 Ruhi portrayed Malinov’s tenure as a period of great oppression for Muslims in Bulgaria. The nationalizing state was posited to have gone to every length to embark upon and destroy the communal structures and curtail the political mobilization by buying off communal leaders such as the head mufti and the Muslim deputies. It was also accused of infiltrating into the Muslim community by appointing its

Muslim party members over key communal structures and charging these members to prevent the community from effectively uniting and mobilizing. These co-opted figures (that is, the head mufti, the Muslim deputies, the newspaper Sofya Muhâbiri as their abettor and myriad Muslim Democratic Party followers in the provincial communal institutions) were argued to have composed a clique that was counterpoised to the Muslim nation and community and was grudgingly attacked as the traitors of their nation and religion. One of Ruhi's harshest censure on such figures reads as follows:

“…The Democrats used every intrigue they could to destroy the Muslims in Bulgaria. They seduced the ones among us who were willing to exchange their conscience and faith for money. They were given all kinds of money to act as muftis, deputies, endowment cashiers and scribes. They put me in chains and oppressed the nation. They did not provide the head mufti with any other authority than sealing mere marriage contracts. Thus, without any political base they illegally imposed a hoça efendi who worked for the destruction of the nation on the Muslim community as the head mufti. And the Muslim deputies who, after all that agony, should have


been responsible for the nation’s fate, instead preferred fawning their master Malinov and his friends to wiping the tears of their coreligionists…”

Given the much criticized governance of the Malinov cabinet, the coming elections in the summer and autumn of 1911 was understood as a chance for the reinvigoration and political activation of the Muslim community provided that unison was achieved and the practice of becoming party members for the sake of personal interest ceased. Both Ethem Ruhi and the participating authors of Balkan assumed an active role in commenting on the coming elections by tabulating which province according to its Muslim population had to produce how many Muslim deputies for the parliament and advocating men from these regions whom they argued were the best candidates. Thus, during the elections Balkan tried to seize the moment to purge the political elites of the Muslim community who had been willing to align themselves with the former Bulgarian government and the Democratic party and replace them with the nominees


who echoed Balka’s views and tie the Muslim Muslim community in Bulgaria to the CUP the
government in İstanbul.53

Within the framework of political empowerment and mobilization, calls for improving
and popularizing modern education within the Muslim community also occupied a key position
in Balka’s discourse. In this respect, education was not only conceptualized as a means to
achieve social progress and mobility but was also underlined as a way of fostering national
identity and an indispensable tool for the insurance of national existence – and indeed survival
– in Bulgaria.54 Balka closely cooperated with various associations founded for this agenda,
such as Ta’mûm-i Ma’ârif ve Te’âvûn-û İslâm Cem’îyyeti (Association for Islamic Assistance
and the Generalization of Education) and Bulgaristan Ma’ârif-î İslâm Encümenleri Cem’îyyeti
(Association of Commissions for Islamic Education in Bulgaria) and published their
declarations and promoted enrollment and active participation among its readers.

54“Bu millet mahva mı mahkûmdur? Müslümanlık sa’y üzerine binâ edilmiştir. Mekteblerimiz vîrân, câmi’lerimiz
harâb, ekseri yerlerde evkâfımız berbâd. Bir millet ma’ârifsiz terakki edemez. Ahlâk-i milliyye üzerine en büyük
müessir ma’ariftir. Bunun terakkîsine say’ edecek olan müslüman kardeşlerimizi teşvik edecek ise
müftülerimizdir. Hayır bu millet mahva mahkûm değildir. Terakki ve te’âli ister. Bunun da ma’ârifle käim
olacağımı bilir. Terakki için çalısmak bir farîza-i zimmettir. Müftülerimiz, encümenlerimiz, ekâbir-i ricâlimiz de
millete pişvâ olmalıdır. Ahlâk-i millîyyeye fesad arâz olacak olursa esaretten mahva duçaר olacağımızı hiç
unutmakzîr. Biz de Bulgaristan teb’asîndanz. Bu vatanın mukadderâtı tîz de râci’dir. Hamîyetperver,
münnever ül-fikir kardeşlerimizden bekliyoruz. Teşebbüs fa’âliyetle netice bulun. O halde terakki ve te’âliye doğru
hatvelerimizi atmâlîyz.” “Millet terakki istiyor” Balkan No: 1295, Mart 1, 1327, 1-2.
2.2.2. The Conundrum of Macedonia

Another significant pillar of Balkan’s ideological platform was refuting Bulgaria’s claims over Macedonia and blaming Bulgaria and other Balkan governments for dispatching and financing guerilla bands to terrorize innocent Muslims in that province. Ruhi’s articles on this issue consistently attributed to the Bulgarian state and its political elite (many of whom were composed of influential politicians of Macedonian origin) the ultimate aim of reviving the articles of the Treaty of San Stefano of 1878.

Counterpoising the “true plight” of Muslims in Bulgaria and Macedonia to the Balkan and European states’ claims about Ottoman excesses against Christians in Macedonia offered main rhetorical channel through which audiences both in Bulgaria and the Ottoman Empire were emotively informed. In its effort to seize upon the Macedonia crisis, Ruhi and his editors accused the Bulgarian state of resorting to subtle conspiracies to repress the Muslims whilst condemning the Ottoman Empire for having failed to apply the necessary reforms in the region in the eyes of the international public opinion. For instance on 26 April 1911, Ruhi criticized the Bulgarian Muslim deputy, Tahir Lütfü, who belonged to the Democratic Party, for having bribed Basri Bey, both a relative of the Bulgarian head mufit and an Ottoman deputy who had

abandoned CUP into joining the opposition. According to Ruhi, Basri Bey was entrusted with the mission of delivering a speech before the parliament to have the appointment of the head mufit ratified by the Ottoman şeyhu’l-islâm (chief religious official of the Ottoman Empire), and he even blamed CUP for the uproar in Macedonia because of its failure to implement the necessary administrative and social reforms there.56

Referring to the Balkan state’s bids on the Macedonia also offered Ruhi a convenient strategy to stand up for the equity and administrative justice of the CUP. Ruhi and his editors printed that while it was spreading propaganda accusing the Ottoman state of committing atrocities against Christian subjects in Macedonia, the Bulgarian state continued to support guerilla bands just as it had prior to the second constitutional revolution in Istanbul. According to Ruhi, prior to this time guerilla activity was justified based on demands for equal political rights, liberties and equal citizenship. Yet, in his opinion, contemporary agitation for the

---

56 The election of the Bulgarian head mufit had to be legislatively confirmed by the Ottoman şeyhu’l-islâm. Yet since the mufit was a CUP opponent and was elected via the intervention and manipulation of the Malinov government, the confirmation was refused by the Ottoman party. Nevertheless, he kept his position de facto and was constantly insulted by Ruhi, along with the Muslim deputies, as the main collaborator of the Bulgarian state’s assaults on the Muslim communal rights. For this incident: Ethem Ruhi, “Hükûkundan emin olan hakkı için ölür,” Balkan No: 1330, Nisan 13, 1327, 1-2. Ethem Ruhi, “Bizans manevarları önüne 1,” Balkan No: 1331, Nisan 14, 1327, 1-2. Ethem Ruhi, “Bizans Manevarları önüne 3,” Balkan No: 1335, Nisan 20, 1327, 1-2. Ethem Ruhi, “ Bir cinâyet kalmasın âlemde Allahüm nihan,” Balkan No: 1336, Nisan 21, 1327, 1-2. Ethem Ruhi, “Ne söz bulunur,” Balkan No: 1337, 22 Nisan, 1327, 1-2. }

decentralization of Macedonia after the CUP granted liberty and justice to Macedonian Christians demonstrated\(^57\) that the ultimate aim was the annexation of the region to the Bulgarian state and to enslave ignorant Muslims, a fate of Muslims similar to those of Eastern Rumelia (i.e., Muslims in his community) incorporated into Bulgaria in 1885.\(^58\)

* Balkan* and its editors also portrayed contemporary uprisings in Albania and the intensifying cross border skirmishes with Montenegro that brought about Russia’s diplomatic warnings to the Ottoman Empire as foreign conspiracies that had stemmed from the alliance of Britain and Russia with the Balkan states to eliminate the Ottoman presence in the Balkans and to partition the Albanian regions between the Balkan states and Austria.\(^59\) To this end, Ruhi suggested that the decentralization of Albanian provinces was a novel strategy of conspiring

\(^{57}\) Although Ruhi depicted the CUP as a moral force confronted with malicious Bulgarian guerilla activity, the CUP’s own commissioning of Muslim guerilla bands to intimidate the Christian subjects is well documented, especially in the case of the birth of *Teşkilat-ı Mahsusa* in the waning days of the first Balkan War. For more on this, see Ryan Gingeras: “Last Rites for a ‘pure Bandit’: Clandestine Service, Historiography and the Origins of the Turkish ‘Deep State’,” *Past & Present* 206 (2010): 159.


powers which, intimidated by the rise of the constitutional regime and the Young Turk power, strove at extending the claim of decentralization for the whole Macedonia in an effort to ensure its ultimate annexation to neighboring Balkan states. Yet, Ruhi presciently predicted that these conflicting imperial policies that backed the irredentism of these Balkan nations would result in a large war among these young states. Thus, in a rather emotive tone, Ruhi declared that the extermination of the Ottoman governance in Macedonia was intimately bounded with the annihilation of the Balkan nations themselves.⁶⁰

The Muslim Albanians, in this grand project were portrayed by Ruhi as ignorant and simple minded victims being tricked by the agitators of this coalition. During his venture in Macedonia, when he was charged by the CUP to deliver conferences in all Macedonian provinces, Ruhi was in fact apprehended in the Skopje prison where most of the Albanian insurgents active in the 1911 Kosovo uprisings were incarcerated, and he supposedly conducted interviews with them. They told him that they had been deceived and led to rebellion by the rumours of certain provocateurs telling them that their religious practices were going to be abolished and pressing taxes were going to be levied upon them.⁶¹ These interviews and the commissioning of Ruhi by leading CUP cadres to deliver speeches (about the so called ploys and conspiracies of the foreign parties for the destruction of Ottoman Empire) in Macedonia in general and in insurgent Albanian provinces in particular reveal both the extent of his


noteworthy influence as an ideologue operating throughout Macedonia, and the considerable impact of his newspaper as a propagating machine.

2.2.3. CUP Propaganda

As a medium directly linked to the Committee of the Union and Progress, the last major ideological component of Balkan was to monitor closely developments in Ottoman politics and contest any challenge towards CUP’s dominance in the Ottoman parliament and government. In this sense, by representing the CUP as the ultimate guardian of the Ottoman nation and the whole Muslim community, Balkan fulfilled its double mission to mold ideologically and attach its audiences in Bulgaria and Ottoman Macedonian to CUP cadres who were still the most powerful political foci in Ottoman politics albeit intensely contested by many oppositional fronts by 1911. The above mentioned rhetoric of portraying the CUP and the Ottoman army under its command as the sole defenders against the conspiracies of Great Powers and Balkan governments in Macedonia, in this respect, was a fundamental legitimizing element of Balkan’s CUP propaganda. The CUP rule’s legitimating claim was its ambitious military reforms which were supposed to rejuvenate the Ottoman army and its ability to repel existing and future assaults, uprisings and intrigues from the Ottoman landscape. Responding to challenges that nothing had changed in the internal social and political life of the Empire, Ruhi argued that while military reform was indispensable and only feasible with CUP leadership, developments
such as the application of thorough social reforms and achievement of social progress were dependent on a more gradual evolutionary scheme.\(^6^2\)

At different points in 1911, when the CUP’s hold on major government ministries were severely challenged, *Balkan* tried to mobilize its readers through various articles to inculcate in them the myth of CUP as the ultimate defender of the Ottoman nation and the Islam.\(^6^3\) This argument along the lines of grave threats stemming from foreign conspiracies to induce division and treason within the native political elites was again utilized as one of *Balkan*’s major tropes in its articles. For instance, in April 1911, a secessionist conservative movement within the Party branch of the Committee known as *Hizb-i Cedid* brought the CUP on the threshold of destruction. The members of this movement detested the dominance of parliamentary power (legislatively brought about by the leading cadres of CUP) over the sultanic authority, the behind-the-scenes influence of the Committee’s leading cadres over the parliament and the


\(^{63}\)For instance, see the head article on 5 March 1911, when the rumors about a major cabinet crisis challenging the hold of CUP on the government reached Plovdiv: “Bugün hâlâ mezarı kazılmak istenen Osmanlı ve İslam mülk ve milletine bir refah hayatı veren, o zavalli vücud-u meflûcu ölüm doeşğinden kaldırp diriltecek kadar mu’cizênâme bir inkilâb vücûda getiren İttihat ve Terakki hayât-ı nâciyesi de târîhin bu mazhariyetini temsil eder. İttihat ve Terakki âlem-i Osmâniyyet ve İslâmiyyet bir zulmet-i esaret içinde yaşarken milyonlarca mazlûm-ı Osmâniyye ve İslâmîyyenin necât ve hürriyettine ta’lûk eden bir âlîye idi. Enzâr-ı müzihemizin önündeki nûrân emeller, medenî ve insânî sa’adetler, hürriyetti ve uhuvet emeline ta’lûk eden bütün işaretlere bir silsile-i hakâ’ik teşkil etmiş olan o hey’et-i nâciye yaşamasa ne olacağız? Değil yalnız Osmanlılık ihtiras-i ebediyle beraber âlem-ı İslamın her sınıf ve cemâ’ati bir engizisyon şenâ’atine ma’ruz kalmayacak mı? Tâlib-i âlemden nâm ve nişânımı silinmeyecek mi? Bugün âlem-i Osmâniyyet ve İslâmîyyetin mizârî-ı vücutu vukûf-u hayat ve itihâd eylemiş olan o hey’et-i nâciye yaşaması ne olacağız? Değil yalnız Osmanlılık ihtiras-i ebediyle beraber âlem-ı İslamın her sınıf ve cemâ’ati bir engizisyon şenâ’atine ma’ruz kalmayacak mı? Tâlib-i âlemden nâm ve nişânımı silinmeyecek mi? Bugün âlem-i Osmâniyyet ve İslâmîyyetin mizârî-ı vücutu vukûf-u hayat ve itihâd eylemiş olan o hey’et-i nâciye yaşamasa ne olacağız? Değil yalnız Osmanlılık ihtiras-i ebediyle beraber âlem-ı İslamın her sınıf ve cemâ’ati bir engizisyon şenâ’atine ma’ruz kalmayacak mı? Tâlib-i âlemden nâm ve nişânımı silinmeyecek mi? Bugün âlem-i Osmâniyyet ve İslâmîyyetin mizârî-ı vücutu vukûf-u hayat ve itihâd eylemiş olan o hey’et-i nâciye yaşamasa ne olacağız? Değil yalnız Osmanlılık ihtiras-i ebediyle beraber âlem-ı İslamın her sınıf ve cemâ’ati bir engizisyon şenâ’atine ma’ruz kalmayacak mı? Tâlib-i âlemden nâm ve nişânımı silinmeyecek mi? Bugün âlem-i Osmâniyyet ve İslâmîyyetin mizârî-ı vücutu vukûf-u hayat ve itihâd eylemiş olan o hey’et-i nâciye yaşamasa ne olacağız? Değil yalnız Osmanlılık ihtiras-i ebediyle beraber âlem-ı İslamın her sınıf ve cemâ’ati bir engizisyon şenâ’atine ma’ruz kalmayacak mı? Tâlib-i âlemden nâm ve nişânımı silinmeyecek mi? Bugün âlem-i Osmâniyyet ve İslâmîyyetin mizârî-ı vücutu vukûf-u hayat ve itihâd eylemiş olan o hey’et-i nâciye yaşamasa ne olacağız? Değil yalnız Osmanlılık ihtiras-i ebediyle beraber âlem-ı İslamın her sınıf ve cemâ’ati bir engizisyon şenâ’atine ma’ruz kalmayacak mı? Tâlib-i âlemden nâm ve nişânımı silinmeyecek mi? Bugün âlem-i Osmâniyyet ve İslâmîyyetin mizârî-ı vücutu vukûf-u hayat ve itihâd eylemiş olan o hey’et-i nâciye yaşamasa ne olacağız? Değil yalnız Osmanlılık ihtiras-i ebediyle beraber âlem-ı İslamın her sınıf ve cemâ’ati bir engizisyon şenâ’atine ma’ruz kalmayacak mı? Tâlib-i âlemden nâm ve nişânımı silinmeyecek mi? Bugün âlem-i Osmâniyyet ve İslâmîyyetin mizârî-ı vücutu vukûf-u hayat ve itihâd eylemiş olan o hey’et-i nâciye yaşamasa ne olacağız?
military and their liberal stance which was tainted treacherous and linked with freemasonry.\textsuperscript{64} The columnists grudgingly attacked what they labeled as a reactionary group that brought forth this crisis before it was averted by intense negotiations and the outbreak of the Tripoli War in the subsequent months.\textsuperscript{65}

The vehemence of \textit{Balkan}’s ideological advocacy of the CUP dominated regime seems to have been conducive even to justify and instigate murders of the CUP opponents. In April 1911, when the heydays of \textit{Hizb-i Cedid} opposition to the Young Turk prominence in the Ottoman politics was at its height, a journalist who was a sympathizer with this movement had been murdered resulting in rumors that this figure was about to display a corruption of the Ministry of Finance’s government tender. Ruhi set out to refute the allegations about the CUP’s hand in the murder yet implied that the figures in this journalist’s close circle were relics of the tyrant rule of Abdulhamid II and hence deserved to be “cleansed” from the Ottoman political landscape.\textsuperscript{66}

Given these main lines of \textit{Balkan}’s discursive framework, its role as an Ottoman propaganda organ in Bulgaria and as across border ideological machine becomes more

Ethem Ruhi, “Dünyada Neler Olmuş” \textit{Balkan} No: 1395, Temmuz 5, 1327, 1-2.

discernible. This newspaper, as a mouthpiece of the CUP regime, closely monitored events in Bulgaria and the Ottoman Empire and sought to buttress the legitimization of the CUP regime in both polities. Secondly, it strove to establish a comprehensive “watch-dog” umbrella over the Muslims in Bulgaria and strived to mobilize and empower this community against an increasingly nationalist Bulgarian government while binding the Muslim community ideologically and spiritually to the CUP regime. Likewise, the paper, an extension of its founder’s own political life, strove to monitor the Bulgarian government’s strategies in neighboring Ottoman Macedonia to publicize and challenge any abuse by the Bulgarian government and Macedonian Bulgarians over the rights and liberties of Macedonian Muslims.

In terms of the agendas regarding the Muslims in Bulgaria, as will be discussed in the next chapter, the effort to appropriate them as a coherent community attached to the Ottoman nation and Young Turk ethos was a challenging task as existing divisions in terms of ethnicity and political affiliations constituted an enormous obstacle to the mobilization of Bulgarian Muslims as an imagined political community.
Chapter 3: Balkan Readers’ Letters to the Editors

Based on the previous chapter’s discussion about Balkan and its role as an ideological instrument addressing various audiences, this chapter addresses the readers’ letters sent to the editors of the paper. First, it demonstrates how readers’ letters were vital for Balkan to fulfill its “watchdog” performance in both Bulgaria and Macedonia. Balkan was an Ottoman surveillance mechanism stationed in another sovereign government. On the one hand, it aimed to monitor closely and vehemently criticize official as well as civilian encroachments on the Muslim community in Bulgaria. In so doing, it both challenged the Bulgarian state’s sovereignty and legitimacy broadcasting the Bulgarian Muslims’ plight to disparate Ottoman audiences to consume. On the other hand, Balkan was also closely attentive to the Bulgarians’ encroachments on Macedonian Muslims’ well being. Any such attack was used to undermine the Bulgarian state’s claim that Ottoman Bulgarians were victimized by the hands of Ottoman authorities, and in fact, it was the Macedonian Muslims who were presecuted by Macedonian Bulgarians supported by the Bulgarian government. Given Balkan’s wide circulation both in Bulgaria and Macedonia, in order to monitor attacks on the Muslims, Balkan heavily relied on its readers’ letters and reports from this region. In this sense, it becomes evident how imperial networks still played crucial roles in sovereign nations that recently broke away from the Empire, for Balkan, was a mouthpiece of the CUP that also employed its readers throughout Bulgaria and Macedonia to undermine Bulgarian authorithy and legitimacy. Thus, the ideological mission of Balkan was also supported through a diological production of knowledge via readers’ letters. Aware of the versatile ideological mission of Balkan, both the Bulgarian
government and the press closely kept an eye on the newspaper and Ruhi and frequently
persecuted both. As discussed in the previous chapter, the significance of readers’ letters in
buttressing Balkan’s ideological mission to undermine the Bulgarian state’s authority was
dramatically evident in Ruhi’s trials. The first section of this chapter argues that even during
these trials, Balkan’s use of readers’ letters as ideological instruments continued since the
corresponding readers who had reported the atrocities perpetrated onto them were recruited by
Balkan as eye witnesses who testified on behalf of Ruhi. Thus, the correspondence of Muslims
in Bulgaria and Macedonia with Balkan reveals the reciprocity of this relationship; as readers
proved important informants for Balkan’s ideological propaganda, the paper’s portrayal of their
agonies provided the Muslims with a certain leverage and a platform to articulate their
discontent.

In this respect, it is important to emphasize that Balkan frequently referred to its
readership both in the Ottoman Empire and Bulgaria as members of the Muslim nation. This
appellation had ideological significance for Balkan. Although, the caption under its logo
declared that it was an impartial Turkish newspaper (bî-taraf Türk gazetesidir), and although it
was primarily consumed by the Turkish speaking readers, it was important for Balkan to appeal
to its audience in Bulgaria and Macedonia as the Muslims. In the Bulgarian case, Balkan’s self-
proclaimed role as the defender of all Muslims in Bulgaria strengthened this community’s
position vis-à-vis the Bulgarian state. Furthermore, while it may not have been followed by
Muslim communities in Bulgaria who were not Turkish speakers, such as Pomaks, as argued in
the previous chapter, Balkan still monitored the state’s/civilians’ infringements on the Muslim
population and challenged those as parts of larger attacks on the Muslim community in
Bulgaria. Thus, it portrayed the Muslim nation in Bulgaria as unfortunate victims of Bulgaria society to larger Ottoman audiences, whilst undermining the authority of the Bulgarian state in the eyes of the Muslim readership. Lastly, it should be taken into account that a clear cut ethnic sensibility was absent among Muslims in Bulgaria at the time, and thus, appealing to them as Muslims had greater probability to induce their support for *Balkan*. In the case of Macedonia and larger Ottoman audience, emphasizing a more generic Muslim identity both served to undermine Albanian nationalistic attitudes and to represent strategically the Macedonian Muslims as a coherent community victimized by (primarily Bulgarian) guerillas` and civilians` attacks.

The second section of this chapter shifts attention to the Muslim audience in Bulgaria, since as discussed in the previous chapter, the political empowerment of this group as a coherent unit constituted one of the major ideological concerns of *Balkan*. Following one of the key elements in CUP`s ideology, *Balkan`*s editors and writers promoted modern education as the key to mobilize and improve what the paper portrayed as a backward Muslim community in Bulgaria. This section demonstrates that numerous readers embraced this outlook and reported how they founded associations and organized fund-raising activities to promote modern education in their respective provinces. These fund-raising activities that Muslim readers organized in their provinces, moreover revolved around an ethos of Young Turk patriotism. Many theater plays organized to raise funds for education were centerpieces of Young Turk lore which reveals that the organizers were aware of *Balkan`*s pro CUP propaganda and supported their benevolent campaigns in its advocacy. It is also important to note that the correspondents in these letters invariably defined themselves as members of the Muslim nation.
that they proudly served. Contrary to mainstream historiography on the CUP, the absence of clear-cut ethnic lines and identity seemed pervasive throughout the correspondence published in *Balkan*. If anything, the readers emphasized their membership among the poor and backward Muslims of Bulgaria and the need to improve the education of the nation for survival in Bulgaria. This may indicate that readers regarded “Muslimhood” in Bulgaria as a more bounded category that differentiated itself from the broader *ummah* (i.e., entire Muslim community) because it was encroached upon by Bulgarian politics and society. To improve their nation, the readers’ frequently repeated *Balkan*’s social evolutionary ideas (drawing from the CUP’s broader ideological arsenal) about education’s role in terms of “nation’s” political survival.

The third section addresses the limits of such political mobilization and argues that *Balkan*’s call for Muslim national mobilization and benevolence notwithstanding, the Muslim communal presence in Bulgaria was a highly contested political space marked with multiple-loyalties that made it impossible to unify Muslims as a coherent political category. Indeed, numerous letters protested against such “treacherous” and “disloyal groups” within the Muslim community, and thus, assisted *Balkan*’s monitoring and publically condemning them. As groups which proved to be robust to *Balkan*’s ideological framework, the blatant attack directed at them in *Balkan*’s columns enabled their classification as the “nation’s traitors” and hence their exclusion from the exalted category of “the Muslim nation.” Among these, a particularly detested group was the so-called Muslim “partizans.” They were accused of being loyal to Bulgarian parties and corroborating with them for their self interests. *Partizans* were not only condemned due to their collaboration with the Bulgarians but were also censured due to their
fake religious conservatism and opposition to modern education. In most cases they were also labeled as former corroborators of the Hamidian regime and enemies of the CUP ideals. This versatile usage of the term to define the coexistence of these tendencies was most evident in the example of Muslim endowment commission officials (evkâf komisyoncusu) who were charged with selling the nation`s endowments to the Bulgarian parties. Yet, readers` letters also complain about Bulgarian partisanship`s prevalence in educational commissions (ma`ârif encümenleri) and among Muslim teachers themselves although they were supporters of modern education. These groups were censured as partizans due to their affiliation with Bulgarian parties for their self interests. Lastly, similar to Balkan`s protests against high-ranking Muslim officials such as the head mufti and Muslim deputies in the Bulgarian parliament, readers` letters condemned these individuals as servants of the Democratic Party. When this party dropped in late March 1911, the preparations for the elections for the new Muslim deputies turned out to be a painstaking process since readers` from many provinces reported that Muslim partisans tried to trick and intimidate them. Lastly, this section also points to the existence of conservative tendencies in Bulgaria which opposed modern education and the CUP`s secular tendencies. One letter, in this regard shows how such ideologies were easily brought to Bulgarian from the Ottoman Empire by the so-called mürteci`s, that is, “conservative minded supporters of the Hamidian regime”. Based on this discussion of the diversity and cleavages within the Muslim community in Bulgaria, this section finally departs from the main stream Turkish literature of the 1990`s which in reaction to Zhivkov communist government`s persecution of the Bulgarian Turks set out to produce histories of Muslim community as a monolithic and invariably victimized entity.
The last section turns again to the Ottoman audience in the Ottoman Empire. Firstly, it discusses patriotic letters sent from the Ottoman Empire in favor of the Ottoman Navy fund-raising campaign promoting Ottoman might and glory. Subsequently it mainly deals with letters sent by individuals who described themselves as Albanians and censured the insurrectionist tendencies among Albanians in Macedonia and the western provinces. Although being limited in scope in terms of the number of letters in comparison to those received from Bulgaria, this section intends to show that Balkan`s audience in the Ottoman Empire and Albanian provinces tended to promote Ottoman patriotism and loyalty.

3.1. Reports of Ethnic Conflict in Bulgaria and Macedonia and Challenges to the Bulgarian State

As stated previously, Balkan`s surveillance over the Muslim community in Bulgaria and its alertness to report and publish charged news regarding any occurrence of threats or violence against the Muslim community was highly facilitated by readers` letters sent from various Bulgarian provinces. Just to give the reader an idea about how important and politicized these letters were, one of the charges directed against Ethem Ruhi during his trial in Sofia in September 1909 that led to his imprisonment in March 1910 was based on his publishing three readers` letters in 1908 that divulged separate occurrences of severe attacks against Muslim villages (Tatarlar, Rahmanli, Ablalar, Teke villages in Karlovo and Ustina village in Plovdiv) by neighboring Bulgarian villages as well as Bulgarian soldiers’ assaults on Muslims in the
Musatlı village in Haskovo. In terms of these incidents, Ruhi and his staff were able to summon over fifty Muslims involved in these separate incidents as eye-witnesses during his trials even though many of them had already immigrated to Anatolia, which further attests to how the newspaper could rally its far-flung audiences to support their former Muslim community in Bulgaria. Ruhi even published photographs of these Muslim witnesses to advertise their solidarity against racism and oppression. The testimonies of these individuals were emotively portrayed by Ruhi as the cry and resistance of a victimized nation against its oppressors:

“When a nation starts realizing its civil rights, that is, its existence, when it enters into the struggle of life and appreciates its rights and confirms that it is also human, it certainly shall maintain its existence, live and prosper. These poor people who are nothing but the remnants of a great nation and who have perished for thirty years, certainly prove today that they are able to articulate that they, too, are a nation, and must pursue their rights, just like heroes who know the taste of the national honor and humanity. The fact that we as the Muslim community, who have for thirty years wept its blood into its heart and did not know how to claim its civil rights, have now appeared in court hand-in-hand and resolved to say that we have been victimized and subjected to atrocities, constitutes a novel history and an unseen event in independent Bulgaria’s political history…”

67The Karlova incident, which was ardently protested by Balkan was evidently so severe that it invoked the Grand Vizier, Hilmi Paşa’s diplomatic note against the Bulgarian government: “Muharririmizin Mahkemesi,” Balkan No: 868, Teşrin-i evvel 1, 1325.
68,...Bir millet ki hukûk-u tabi’tiyesini ya’ni varlığıni idrâka başlar, mücâdele-i hayâta girer, hakkını hak bilir, ben de insanım der, o millet elbeti mevcüdiyyetini idâme edecek, yaşayacak ve yaşatacaktır... Otuz bu kadar seneden beri mahv ve munkariz olmuş bir millet-i nu’azzamanın bekâ-yi mevcüdesinden başka bir şey olmayan şu amcâcıklar da emin olunuz ki ‘izzet-i nefs-i millî nedir, hayât-i millî nedir, insan hayâti nedir bu lezzeti tatmuş
Figure 1: Muslim villagers who had written to *Balkan* about inter-confessional clashes in their villages and were brought as witnesses during subsequent trials of Ethem Ruhi starting in October 1909.69

(This is the photograph of Muslim witnesses who came on the 29th day of the last month to prove that Plovdiv’s public prosecutor’s court case against our publication called ‘atrocities against Muslims’ is unjust. It was taken in the morning of that day in from of our office. The young man with glasses who sits near the white bearded person who holds *Balkan* is our chief author [Ethem Ruhi]).

Throughout 1910 and 1911, readers’ letters reporting either Bulgarian attacks on or oppressive state policies against Muslim communities continued to appear in *Balkan* buttressing its self-proclaimed “watch-dog” function on behalf of the Muslim community. For instance, on 1 January 1910, Halil Zeki, The Director of Muslim Schools in Vidin, vociferously criticized the Bulgarian government for witholding the small budget allocated to the office of *mufti*,...
which he argued was a policy conceived to diminish Muslim control over their own communities and allow Bulgarian to intervene more effectively into the affairs of the community. Curiously, in the following year, Halil Zeki was dismissed from his position by the government, and both male and femal students of the Vidin High School heavily protested this in a letter published in Balkan. Mustafa Lütfü, a reader from the town of Lom, wrote a similar letter on 5 January 1911, to protest that the Democratic government was planning to seize upon the only remaining endowment of the town which barely financed the town`s wretched school and communal institutions.70

Apart from disclosing and vilifying the violation of Muslims` rights in Bulgaria per se, the discourse both in the letters and in Balkan`s commentaries regarding them were entangled with other ideological postulations as well, most notably in terms of the Macedonian issue and the adulation of the Ottoman constitutional regime. In terms of the Macedonian affair, the letters acted as a means to assert that the actual injured party who was victimized by the Bulgarian state`s aggressive irredentism in Macedonia and local attacks it sponsored were the Muslims of Bulgaria rather than the (Bulgarian) Christians in Macedonia. These readers of Balkan explicitly voiced their concerns over the “Macedonian conundrum” in their letters to the editors. For instance, one reader from Targovishte (Eski Cuma) on 1 January 1910 who concealed his name reported that in the Giran village Bulgarian youngsters customarily visited blatant oppressions upon the Muslim minority by destroying their village mosque’s minaret,

toppled down coffin rests (*musallâ taşît*), and ripped off the mosque`s door. Although this particular letter reported an incident that took place in Bulgaria, *Balkan*`s stuff strategically commented on it in relation to the Macedonian conundrum. That is, the commentary argued that although every minor conflict against Macedonian Bulgarians was portrayed by the Bulgarian press and Bulgarian politicians as immense atrocities, the real perpetrators of violence were in fact the Bulgarian press and the politicians themselves who oppressed Bulgarian Muslims:

“Although we have been penalized with fines of thousands of franks for publishing news of such events based on evidence and witnesses, although we have become thorns in the eyes of (Bulgarian) Democrats in power for our just complaints to demand liberty and justice, still, we could not restrain ourselves from publishing the above letter after confirming its veracity. Our goal is to teach an objective lesson to Sofia`s grudging and exaggerating press which raises the cry of an endless political atrocity every time when a bird flies over Macedonia. Needless to say, we are bound to pursue vigorously and tenaciously this matter and expect the government`s serious action in the name of law and justice …”

Letters sent from the readers in the Macedonian provinces also corroborate such a stance because they protest Bulgarians` attacks against Muslims. Contrary to what they call the lies propagated by the Bulgarian press and diplomats along the lines that Bulgarian Christians

---

were the victims of blatant Muslim abuse of Christians in Macedonia, the authors of these letters argue that the situation on the ground was, in fact, the reverse. For instance on 28 January 1910, a reader named Hasan Basri wrote from Kratovo (Kratova) to report two instances whereby the town’s Bulgarian youngsters roamed through the Muslim neighborhoods while inebriated exclaiming and chanting that they were thirsty for Muslim blood. Basri interpreted this incident as the ultimate proof that the rhetoric about Bulgarians` agony in Macedonia was nothing but intrigue disseminated by Bulgaria while in fact Muslims constituted the wronged party:

“See, oh, esteemed reader. The poor Bulgarian nation! How it is being crushed down and tortured under numerous atrocities. All Bulgarian papers complain and cry out loud. They fabricate thousands of intrigues and baseless arguments. I reply to these diplomats who are unjust hatemongers and sow the seeds of malice. Our Bulgarian citizens are by no means subjected to atrocities. Some of them do not refrain from abusing the liberty in their hands and perpetrate certain regrettable deeds. See, oh, diplomats, see these and continue to insist that Bulgarians are groaning under cruelties… Who said a word to our Bulgarian citizens even when they misinterpreted the liberty and dared to engage in these unjust instances? That is because Muslims are not barbarians as they are known to some insolent individuals who would seek to conceal the truth. Our Ottoman Bulgarian citizens possess complete freedom to such an extent that their attacks against their co-citizens` rights go unnoticed.”72
A similar letter from Kumanova, written by a certain Süleyman Feyzi informed Balkan’s readers that the scribe of the city’s Bulgarian Constitutional Club, Yordan, who had been recently active in organizing a successful rally that slandered the Muslim community and the Ottoman government and caused a large ruckus, was just identified as the culprit of a Greek merchant’s murder. Feyzi portrayed this man’s hypocrisy and lack of morality as the embodiment of the true depravity of those who threatened the Muslim community, and though the author indicates that Yordan was currently in hiding, it was certain that he was going to end up in the “scaffold of justice”.73

Along with sentiments that postulated that Muslims in Bulgaria and Macedonia were the true victims of numerous atrocities and oppression by the hands of Bulgaria and Macedonian Bulgarians, another rhetorical thread that bound these Balkan’s letters consistently underscored the Ottoman Empire and nation’s might and righteousness (under the constitutional regime) in any confrontation with Bulgarian authorities, thus reflecting the paper’s position as a mouthpiece of the CUP government in Istanbul. In this respect, letters about the bellicosity of the Bulgarian military units in border conflicts with the Ottoman army turned up rather
frequently in the pages of Balkan. 74 Another example of the high praise of the Ottoman Empire`s ability to assert itself in terms of Bulgaria`s wrongdoings was provided by a letter of a certain Hafız Edhem from Edirne, who protested that Bulgarian customs officials were demanding unfair rates of customs for foreign goods bought from the Empire, although this constituted a violation of international custom treaties. Moreover, Edhem announced that, as was verified by their own testimonies, Muslim emigrants from Bulgaria in Edirne who still had to travel to Bulgaria frequently in order to settle their business affairs were complaining that they were being undressed by the Bulgarian authorities who searched for smuggled goods. The author moreover warned that the Bulgarian neighbors should take into account that Ottomans, while formerly servile to the corrupt officials of the Hamidian regime, currently composed a sovereign nation. Thus, confronted with such misdeeds, they were fully capable of manipulating their government to strike back in much greater force. 75

74See for instance a letter signed by a certain “E. H.” from Edirne who recounts in detail that while a single Ottoman soldier or citizen mistakenly set a foot on the Bulgarian soil, the Bulgarian troops did not hesitate to open fire upon him. Likewise, the author notes that the Bulgarian soldiers along with certain paramilitary units (başbozuk) frequently crossed the border and visited the villages in Tırnova, Kirkkilise in order to brain-wash the villagers. He further argued that these soldiers and the guerillas after being caught in these villages by the Ottoman soldiers were brought back to the Bulgarian battalion unit and were extremely well-treated. Yet soon, their fellow armed Bulgarian soldiers arrived from Bulgaria to bust the battalion and demanded that the caught soldiers be given back to them. It is not clear whether E. H. belonged to any Ottoman military unit involved in these clashes although many Ottoman soldiers oftentimes wrote to Balkan, especially to announce their financial contribution to the massive navy fund raising campaign (Donanma İ’ânesi) held in the Ottoman Empire: E.H, “Hudûd Vaka’larna Dâ’îr: Edirne’den Yazılıyor,” Balkan No: 968, Kânûn-u sâñî 30, 1325, 3.

75 “…Bulgar komşularımız düşünmüyorlar mı ki Osmanlılar bugün hür bir millet-i hakimdir. Öyle devr-i sâbık gibi Yıldız serâmeddinin esiri değildir. Bugün hükümetlerine adl ve kânûn dâiresinde her istediklerini teklif eder ve yaprabilirler. İdâre-i meşruta-i meşrûmuz mazideki fenâlikları ve yolsuz müameleleri kökünden söküp attı. Eğer komşularımız bizi hâlâ eski devir yâdigarları yerine savunmakla aldanyorlar. Bugün Osmanlı milleti arzu ederse gümüş ve gerek Gerek Türkiye’de gidip gelmek üzere bulunan İslamlar hakkında revâ görülen her bir mümâleye Osmanlı hükümetini dahi mukâbale-i bi’il-misle mecbur edebiliyor…” Hafiz Edhem, “İmam bildiğini okur: Edirne’den Yazılıyor, “ Balkan No: 934, Kânûn-u evvel 20, 1325, 3. It is also noteworthy that, in terms of state policies that oppressed the Muslims, a similar letter was sent to Balkan from Crimea in April 1911 which reported incursions of the Russian police into Muslim households, schools and newspaper offices. This letter reported that over 250 Muslims had been taken into custody and some of those had been exiled to Siberia due to their involvement with the politics. This letter significantly attests to Balkan’s transnational links. The commentary
3.2. Attempts for the Political Mobilization of Muslims via Education

In addition to monitoring reports of clashes in Bulgaria and Macedonia via its readers` letters, another significant element of Balkan`s ideological agenda was to promote the `Ottoman and Muslim` cause to mobilize the Muslim community in Bulgaria politically by creating a platform of social improvement. This goal was closely predicated upon providing the community with access to a modern education and increased associational activity. Education was represented not only as a national duty and a means to ensure the cohesiveness and unison of the national and religious community, but it was also portrayed as the ultimate tool for social progress and for the political empowerment and survival of the community. It appears reasonable to argue that this call considerably resonated with the Muslim readership of Balkan in Bulgaria. This emphasis on modern education, which was also a significant element of CUP`s ideological arsenal, corroborated much of the content of letters from disparate provinces that addressed the Muslim community`s establishment of charitable societies, associations, teachers` unions, reading clubs and their respective fund raising activities (such as theater plays, concerts, auctions, and the collection of the skins of slaughtered animals during the feast of sacrifice) all conceived to improve Muslim schools` conditions and assist poor students.\textsuperscript{76}

Indeed, the authors of these “letters of thanks” for the organizers and patrons of these events hailed from various Bulgarian towns with a significant Muslim presence such as Targovishte (Eski Cuma), Omurtag (Osmanpazar), Svishtov (Zištovi), Novi Pazar (Yeni Pazar), Orehovo (Rahova), Pestera (Pestre), Lom and Balchâk (Balçık), which again attests to the wide circulation of Balkan throughout Bulgaria. As a rule, while the theater plays put on the stage either by the respective charitable organizations or the town youth were centerpieces of Young Turk lore such as Vatan Yâhûd Silistre (The Fatherland or Silistra), Zavallı Çocuk (The Poor Child), Akif Bey, Besa (Word of Honor), Rüşvetle Mesned (Ranks acquired through Bribe), Jön Türk (The Young Turk) and Mesâ’ib-i İstibdâd (The Calamities of Despotism)\textsuperscript{77}, other fund raising activities such as concerts, lotteries and auctions were similarly organized around emotive themes.\textsuperscript{78} For instance, Balkan and Ethem Ruhi’s persona served as part of an ethos through which the “national” and religious mobilization of the Muslims of Bulgaria was conceptualized. For example, on April 1911, M. Refet from Svishtov wrote to Balkan to inform the readers that an auction had been organized in the town to raise funds for Svishtov’s Educational commissions (ma’ârif encümenerleri) which were official bodies within the communal institutions also often held such fund raising campaigns. For instance, see the initiative of Tatar Pazarçık’s educational commission which recruited the Ottoman Benliyan theater company (which was on tour in Bulgaria) to stage the play Jön Türk which was referred as a national play: Balkan No: 949, Kânûn-u sânî 5, 1325. During such initiatives, neighboring town associations often cooperated and exchanged experiences for the enactment of their respective performances. For the cooperation of Novi Pazar and Pravadi associations: Yeni Pazar Kırâ’athâne-i İttihat Reisi Hüseyin Hülûsi, Balkan No: 944, Kânûn-u sânî 1, 1325, 4.

\textsuperscript{77}It appears that through such patriotic plays in praise of the CUP power and ideology, audiences became familiarized with the vocabulary and ideals of the constitutional regime and came to refer to their interaction with these elements in their letters: “Şanlı inkılâbın hudûsu ne de ğin Bulgaristan’da…cem’iyyet teşkil değil bu hususta mebâhise da ğri buna mûsâit değişti…Hele idâre-i hunhârenin hallerini, keyfi icra’atleri, hayât-i siyasetleri tiyatrolarda görüceğiniz, taklidlerini müşâhede ile bu hususâtı hakâik-i târihye ile mukâyese ederek terzil ve nâmlarını tel’în edeceksiniz, nidâ-i hafîsi istima olunsa idi sem’-i itla’ların mutehavvîl olduğuna hüküm edileceği tabi’i idi…” Eski Cuma Cem’iyyet-i Hayriyeyesi, “Terakkiye Doğru,” Balkan No: 1286, Şubat 18, 1326, 4.

benevolent society. In fact, the author even reported that a portrait of Ruhi, in which he was depicted as a múcâhîd (Islamic holy warrior) forsaking himself for the oppressed rights of the Muslims of Bulgaria, came under auction.\(^79\)

It is noteworthy that such enterprises could be initiated not just for schools in the Muslim localities but may have addressed the needs of schools in many Bulgarian provinces, which indicates that, a sense of duty to empower the Bulgarian Muslims as a distinct social category was ingrained in the initiators’ actions. For instance in August 1911, a high school student and Muslim teachers’ association in Vidin founded an orchestra and went on a tour to Svishtov, Nikopol, Pleven, Sumen and Tarnavo to raise funds for the Muslim schools of these towns. This attempt was fashioned in one letter to *Balkan* as a source of national honor.\(^80\)

The tone of such letters which reported on these fund raising activities, corresponded considerably with *Balkan*’s rhetoric portraying modern education as the ultimate device to alleviate the wide spread ignorance and poverty afflicting the Muslim community and informing its inferior status.\(^81\) Yet more importantly, social progress which was thought to be

---

\(^79\)The portrayal of Ethem Ruhi as a defender or múcâhîd of Bulgarian Muslim nation was noted in the previous chapter. This role was to a certain extent self assigned as Ruhi and *Balkan* acted as the “watchdog” of Bulgarian Muslims’ oppressed rights. The readers’ letters sent during his trials both from Bulgarian provinces and the Ottoman Empire also employ this term attesting to the resonance of this self portrayal with the readership: “…Bulgarian müslümanlarının hüküm-u mağsûbelerinin vikâyesi uğrunda múcâhidâné bezl-i vücut ve fedâ-i cân eden ser muharririniz…Edhem Ruhi Bey’in altı ayaan beri mağdûren bulunduğu zindandan tahlis günü akşamı ki…Ruhi Bey’in resmi mevk’i-i müzäeyedeye vaz’ olundu…” M. Ref’et, “Balkan İdarehânesine: Ziştovî’den Yazılıyor,” *Balkan* No: 1319, Mart 30, 1327.


contingent on the CUP’s education platform was conceptualized by local readers themselves as the ultimate means to preserve their national and religious identity and to secure ‘their national existence’. For instance, a reader named Hafız Hakkı from Dobrich who in contrast to the previous letters protested against the pitiful condition of the high school in his town and requested that the Muslim community unify to improve the education of the Muslim youth and how this was tantamount to the Muslim community’s political survival and national assertion:

“In this era of civilization, a nation cannot exist without education. Knowledge and education are the device and harbinger of progress and elevation and the nourishment of the soul of humanity… Is it not because of the education that a race which is advanced in the realm of evolution takes a great human mass that is unaware of the blessing of education in its hands of domination and causes it to groan under its destroying claw? Is it not all because of the education that half a million Netherlanders dominate over twenty five million Javanese?”

This letter eloquently reveals many elements of the CUP ideology as it emphasizes the role of education to eradicate the widespread ignorance afflicting the Muslim society. It also deploys a social evolutionary view that emphasizes the struggle of survival between different nations and the role of education to win this battle. It is important to note that CUP promoted a similar discourse on this role of education for the ‘Ottoman nation’ against foreign encroachments. Similar to Balkan’s constant appellation to the Bulgarian Muslims as a nation, by 1911, the term ‘Ottoman nation’ in the Ottoman Empire also increasingly excluded Ottoman Christians and tried to win over the loyalties of Empire’s ethnically different Muslim groups. Thus, Balkan’s appellation to the Muslims as

---


83 This letter eloquently reveals many elements of the CUP ideology as it emphasizes the role of education to eradicate the widespread ignorance afflicting the Muslim society. It also deploys a social evolutionary view that emphasizes the struggle of survival between different nations and the role of education to win this battle. It is important to note that CUP promoted a similar discourse on this role of education for the ‘Ottoman nation’ against foreign encroachments. Similar to Balkan’s constant appellation to the Bulgarian Muslims as a nation, by 1911, the term ‘Ottoman nation’ in the Ottoman Empire also increasingly excluded Ottoman Christians and tried to win over the loyalties of Empire’s ethnically different Muslim groups. Thus, Balkan’s appellation to the Muslims as
3.3. A Fragmented Community

3.3.1. Muslim ‘Partisans’ as Internal Traitors

Despite the eagerness of readers to intensify educational and associational enterprises (which were portrayed as a device of political empowerment) apparent in Balkan’s pages, actually achieving a partial vision and means of unifying the diverse Muslim community in Bulgaria as a single resolute and active political group proved much more difficult. Indeed, many calls in the letters for the mobilization and coherence of the Muslim community were accompanied by a cynical commentary regarding how Muslims had gone too astray and corrupt. In this respect, authors of numerous letters to Balkan slandered some of their co-religionists with the pejorative label partizan because of their participation in Bulgarian political parties. Likewise, they condemned their “traitorous” brethren as a major impediment to the unification and betterment of their besieged community.84

84In Balkan’s articles the so called partisans were attacked in harshest terms and identified due to their cooperation with Bulgarian authorities as the ultimate reason for Muslim’s demise and immigration to the Ottoman Empire: “…Bulgaristan‘da ehl-i İslâmın hicretine sebeb teşkil eden arazlardan en mühimmi ve belki birincisi partizanlıktır. Bulgaristan‘da hüküm-i İslâmın mahvına, nâmus ve haysiyet-i dinin âılmâl-ı hakâret olmasa sebeb olanlar ehl-i İslam arasında zühûr eden birkaç münâfik, birkaç kanı karşık partizandır…Bence bu partizanların filan gospodine mensûbuz biz şöyle böyle yaparız diyoruz, en mütene...
For instance, on 11 January 1910, a reader from Varna, named Mustafa Reşid wrote a letter to report the activities of his town’s benevolent society (Varna Cem’iyyet-i Hayriyyesi) which, according to the author, had been founded with great difficulties, amongst the vast political cleavages prevalent in Muslim community rendering any unitary political action impossible:

“Based on the freedom granted to them by the constitution, various peoples living in Bulgaria demonstrate their national existence. Whether establishing certain associations, reading houses and clubs, if a matter concerning their national affairs emerges or if their national rights are threatened, these people convene all of their compatriots in these places and strive to recover their usurped and plundered rights...However we, the Muslims of Bulgaria, showed no remorse when our national rights had been trampled, when our national affairs had been undermined and when, out of reason, the rights of our countless coreligionists had been lost. Even if we bothered to care, it was a dream for three Muslims even to come together. It
was impossible for those three Muslims to agree upon anything, because each of them was servants of different [Bulgarian] partizans…”85

Reşid proceeded to recount in two further letters that certain malicious individuals tried to prevent the foundation of the Varna society which above all intended to contribute to the education of qualified individuals for the nation which was on the verge of destruction. Repeating his call for the acute need for unison and hard work in the name of the nation, the author concluded his letter with a curious little stanza counterpoising the deeply despised Muslim partisans to the notion of a benevolent nation:

“…I conclude my article with the following couplet which addresses the Muslim hypocrites who try to divide the community by creating thousands of intrigues: even if you engage in partisanship for months and days; even if you broadcast the seeds of discord among the nation; this nation no longer cares if you even sunk below seven levels of the earth…”86

---


86 “Bîdâyet-i teşkîlde bir gurûh-u sâfillin seb-u şitem ettîler. Lâkin bu müslûmanlar [onu] canlari gibi muhafaza ettîler… İşte milletimiz cehàletle geçen mazyimizin ma‘ârifle semizlenceğini mülâhaza ederek evvel emirde bu mille te adam yetişîrme fikrînde bulundular. Her kasabada, her köyde böyle birer cem‘iyyet teşkîlîne karar verilmiş olsa idi inkirâza doğru yuvarlanan Bulgaristan müslûmanlânı az zaman zarfînda büyük terakki zedede edebilir, bir takım cem‘iyyetler teşkîl etmeyenleri tecâvûz etmek hârîc-i imkan idi…” Mustafa Reşid, “İstikbalimiz Düşünüyorum mu? Cem‘iyyet-i Hayrîyeyminin içtına‘-i senevisi: Varna‘dan yazılıyor,” Balkan No: 954, Kânûn-u evvel 13, 1325, 2. It is also noteworthy that references to the dichotomy between the Ottoman constitutional regime and “the previous era of despotism” was often invoked as part of the patriotic ethos of such societies. For instance Reşid recounts that in Varna Society’s annual meeting, a high school student delivered a little speech to thank the initiators for making
Figure 2: “Partisanship” dividing a couple

(From the partisanship panaromas: The standing tall guy holds a *raki* bottle in a completely drunken state. He runs towards the sitting wearing a big *turban*. His wife chases him. The tall guy covered by mud asks the sitting protector of the *shar’iah*: “My dignified father! My wife turned out to be a partisan of the National Party. She does not allow me to enter my home. Where should I go? The dignified father steeps in shame like speechless devils revealing their conscience…?

the access to education possible for poor students which in the era of despotism was only a privilege of the rich:


87 It is not clear whether the sitting figure is condemned as a conservative since he is likened to speechless devils. In one of the hadiths of Prophet Muhammed, those who knew the truth but did not tell were likened to speechless devils: “Partizanlık manzaralarından: Ayakta duran sivri herif elinde raki şişesi zil zurna sarhoş. Bağdaş kurmuş yerde oturan koca sarkıkuya koşuyor. Arkasından da karısı sopa ile kovalıyor. Sivri herif üstü başı çamur, yerde oturan hâris-i şeri’ate: “Efendi Baba! Bak benim hâlime. Bizim kari da millet partizanıyımış. Beni eve komayacak, nereye gideyim!” diyor. Efendi baba ise zamir-i viedanı yüzüne vuran şeytan ihraçlar misali hicabından yere geçiyor.”*Balkan* No: 931, Kânûn-u evvel 17, 1325, 4.
Figure 3: Muslim villager providing a wooden cane [his loyalty] to a “partisan” in return of money for wine.\footnote{The partisan trying to trick the villager may depict both a Bulgarian and a Muslim though his attire points to the former alternative. It is also important to note that amca meaning “uncle” in Turkish may be popularly used in the Balkans to refer to the poor Muslim villagers and this term was also frequently used by Balkan in this sense: “Partizanlık Kösküleri: Sağ taraftaki yumruğunu kaldırmış, sopasına dayanmış olan şapkalı partizan sol tarafta oturuş partizan kösküsü kesen köylüye soruyor: “Amca o biçtiğin köskü sağlama mı?” Yerdeki amca: “Bir okka şaraba zor kırılır!” Balkan No: 897, Teşrin-i sănî 5, 1325, 4.}

(Wooden canes of Partisanship: The partisan with a hat on the right side who raises his fist and leans on his cane asks the villager on the left side who cuts a wooden partisan cane: “Uncle! Is the cane that you are making durable? The uncle on the gorund says: “It never breaks in return for half a liter of wine!”)
Figure 4: “Bulgarian Partizans” and Muslims

(Throwing Uncles [Muslim villagers] a bone: -Look carefully at this picture.
-Why? What is there?
-Do you see how a Bulgarian partisan approaches the uncles while they are smoking. He tries to throw them a bone. In our Bulgaria, the story of partisanship is always like this. Some Bulgarian partisans first choose among Muslims certain dogs who are not able to appreciate anything beyond their self interests and then throw a bone to the uncles. Things being so, both schools and endowments sink in the swamp. Everything happens at once!)

89 “Amcaların ağzına bir parmak bal: -Şu yukarıdaki resme iyi bak.
-Ne bakayım. Ne var onda ki?

It may be noteworthy to briefly suggest that these divisions may also be present in the Muslim community of Romania as one letter was sent from a reader from Constanța protesting Muslim partisans’ opposition in the Dobruja region to the mufti appointed by the Ottoman Empire: Gümülcineli M.K, “Köstence den Mektub,” Balkan No: 1313, Mart 22, 1327, 3.
3.3.2. `Partizans` in Educational Commisions and Limits of Modern Education

Regarding education, bitter denunciations of individuals who were categorized as *partizans* appeared frequently and were directed primarily toward Muslim officials who were in charge of the communal educational commissions (*Ma’ârif Encümenleri* and *Ma’ârif-i İslâmiye Komisyonları*). These Muslim officials were accused of corroborating with Bulgarian Democratic Party and were therefore labeled as necessarily “corrupt” or “treacherous” by *Balkan* and its readers. For instance, on 3 January 1911, an anonymous reader from Targovishte (Eski Cuma) charged that the corruption of the director of the town’s Muslim school commission, Ahmet Kartoğlu, was so blatant that he appointed his thirteen year old son as one of the primary school teachers. The author even adds that Kartoğlu went so far as to steal the money which had been collected from the sale of fruits in the school’s garden for the benefit of childrens’ needs.\(^{90}\) A report about a Muslim deputy from Omurtag (Osman Pazar) on 12 April 1911 likewise informs *Balkan*’s readers that this official supposedly went to great lengths to overturn the results of the Muslim educational commission elections since the elected members did not belong to the Democratic Party. In fact, the author of this letter charges that Kartoğlu’s efforts to please his “master, the Democrat minister” were awarded with the appointment of his son and son in law as teachers.\(^{91}\)

Criticism of the deep infiltration of Muslim officials affiliated with Bulgarian parties into Muslim communal institutions in general and into the educational commissions in particular appears frequently in letters sent to *Balkan*. This cleavage was acknowledged and

---

\(^{90}\)İmza mahfûz, “Süret-i mektub,” *Balkan* No: 1237, Kânûn-u evvel 21, 1326, 3.

\(^{91}\) *Balkan* No: 1312, Mart 30, 1327, 3.
harshly criticized, for example, by the Society of Union of Muslim Educational Commissions 
(Ma‘ārif-ı İslamiye Encümenler İttihadı Cem‘iyeti) which was founded as an umbrella 
association for all Muslim educational commissions in Bulgaria and set out to improve Muslim 
education and extirpate the trend of partisanship from the members of these commissions. In 
late March 1911, the society mobilized to organize a congress in Pleven to discuss the needs of 
Muslim schools and to present collective demands to the newly formed Bulgarian 
government.92 In the announcements of participation by the directors of this society addressing 
Bulgaria’s Muslim commissions, the rhetoric on the vitality of education for national and 
religious assertion was repeated while a certain self-critic was also leveled to the community 
regarding the partisanship of commission leaders:

“We [the Muslim nation] should not forget that the continuation of our nation and political life 
depends on education. We remained ignorant due to the lack of schooling. We are neither able 
to claim our rights nor our humanity. Those who preside over the nation try to obtain the 
nation’s fate not for doing any useful service but to gain fame by brandishing their partisanship. 
We [the educational commissioners] are only interested in giving orders and proving our 
strength in partisanship. The fact that we were led to our current situation due to the 
partisanship does not even cross our minds. It is now imperative that we work for the benefit of 
our nation. Others have progressed far beyond us. We should wake up and act. We should save 
the nation from ignorance and teach them about their religion and their nationhood. We [the

92 As a result of this congress, the representatives indeed went to Sofia and resorted to various ministeries to request 
that the financial aid to Muslim schools by the municipalities should be made obligatory and the financial 
assistance for Muslim schools in the Ministry of Education’s budget should be increased. It was reported that they 
were welcomed by the ministers who gave their word to realize these demands: Balkan No: 1334, Nisan 17, 
1327, 4.
educational commissioners] should prove our existence so that the [Muslim nation] would recognize their rights and defend them…"  

Other educational associations throughout Bulgaria such as the Bulgarian Muslim Teachers’ Union (Bulgaristan Mu‘allim-i İslâm Cem‘iyyeti) also ardently criticized partisanship as an obstacle to Muslims’ educational improvement. Announcements of the union’s congresses mentioned that partisanship should not intimidate the teacher’s resolution to mobilize their community, who were after all was left alone to fend on its own since the Bulgarian government only served the Bulgarians. It also added that this task above all rested upon the teachers since most of the muftis who should have acted as the nation’s primary leaders subordinated themselves to the Bulgarian authorities a long time ago. It is important to
note how this author defines the secular teachers as the primary leaders of the community which resembles CUP`s stance towards positivistic education. It is also significant how in this letter many Muslims muftis in Bulgaria were accused of being accomplices of the Bulgarian government. This tone very much resembles Ruhi`s own positions towards modern education as the only tool to empower the Muslim society and his charges against the head mufti as a conspirator of the Bulgarian state. Yet, it is quite noteworthy to remember that in Balkan`s discourse, positivistic modern education was in no way counterpoised to Islam. On the contrary, it was portrayed as the primary tool for the improvement and political empowerment of the Bulgaria`s Muslims as a coherent community. Similarly, Balkan condemned the muftis of Bulgaria not for their Islamic conviction per se but for their cooperation with Bulgarian authorities and their unwillingness to grant their loyalties to the CUP regime. The struggle over the loyalties of muftis in Bulgaria was to be continued during the Turkish Republic as the head mufti and other muftis were challenged by the Kemalist regime for their cooperation with the Bulgarian state and their lack of support for the Kemalist reforms.95 The Bulgarian state`s efforts to create a state sponsored ʻulemâ, in this respect, is highly reminiscent of Russian Empire`s project, under Catherine the Great, to bound its Muslim flock to its regime via religious officials.96

As powerful as the determination of both the Muslim Teachers` Union and the Society of Union of Muslim Educational Commissions` to fight partisanship may sound, it seems that political splits were quite deeply ingrained within the Muslim educational commissions. In

response to the announcements of these two educational associations’ congresses mentioned above, a restless reader from Omurtag wrote to Balkan that these associations, although uttering bold assertions, would not do anything about the assignment of partisan teachers or the haphazard dismissal of the teachers (affiliated with opposition parties) by the partisan leaders of the educational commissions:

“Say a gentleman is appointed as a teacher to a certain location. He is instantly given a notice by the educational commission that he should only interact with the members of the political party to which commission officials belong. He is warned that he should avoid any contact with the opposition party. It is because that teacher is appointed on the basis of partisanship. If he is seen or heard affiliating with the opponent party, plans for his dismissal are instantly brought forth…”

In addition to protests against partisanship apparent in Balkan’s readers’ letters, another major division within the Muslim community in terms of education seems to have been between modernists and conservatives. The previously discussed stress on community organization through education and related fund-raising campaigns were most notably also geared at popularizing secular and modern education, or *usûl-u cedîd*, which laid emphasis on science related courses in school curricula. Although detailed information is not available on this point, some readers’ letters in Balkan hint at the existence of conservative elements in Bulgaria who opposed such initiatives and were often referred as the “fake Islamic believers

---

who were seditionists” (İslam kisveli münâfiğin) whose real intention was to divide and destroy the community. For example, a letter from 7 January 1910 reported that in Razgrad, certain mischief makers and despot tried to prevent the collection of the skins of the slaughtered animals for the benefit of the town’s educational commissions, stirring a slander that the collected amount was going to be spent on alcohol. Another letter sent by an individual with the penname Hakikat (The Truth) from Dobrich warned the Muslim community about the intrigues of hypocrites garbed with Islamic guises who were nothing but contemporary semblances of the İttihâd-ı Muhammedî (The Mohammedan Union) Party and attempted to divert the Muslims from the benefits of a modern education, and hence, destroy their only means of survival in these new times in the Balkans. The İttihâd-ı Muhammedî Party was the reactionary Islamic organization led by Derviş Vahdeti, which was popularly perceived as the initiator of the 31st March 1909 incident against the constitutional revolution. Thus, the

---

98 The word, müstebid, meaning despots used in this letter to refer to the actors in question is popularly used in jargon of the second constitutional regime for the affiliates of sultan, Abdulhamid II’s regime. Thus, it is also probable that the mentioned individuals were opponents of CUP regime and sympathizers of the sultan:


In one instance the notables of the Northern Bulgaria was labeled by Balkan as remains of the old era of despotism who after traiting their own nation planned to go to the Ottoman Empire and create a conservative reactionary tumult: “Mensub oldukları milletin efrâdından Cenubi Bulgaristan müslümanlarının mahv ve berbadına yeğâne sebeb olarak etmen sonra …Onlar devr-ı istibdad dökmüldüleridir. Hissıyâtı mâye-yi Hamîdî ile bozulmuş bu gibi cıraft … milletin pâ-yi istihkâr alta tohumuluz gayet deger lez bir nesneden başka bir şey değildir…” “Muhâvere,” Balkan No: 978, Şubat, 11, 1325, 4.
appellation about the conservatives’ resemblance to the İttihâd-i Muhammedi Party followers may also indicate that apart from opposing to modern education, they may have been critical about the CUP power. Alternatively, such an appellation may have been a catchphrase used by the modernist readers to denote all conservative resistance to modern education.
Figure 5: “Conservatives”

(-What is this picture again all about?
-What about it? Some bitter truths are accompanied by such ridiculous instances.
-What is ridiculous about it or what is striking in this?
-Listen to me and I will tell you. The one sitting with the poniard in his hands is a person among the ignorant populace. The guy standing beside him with a fake Islamic gear is a mürteci’, meaning an enemy of liberty and justice. This vicious guy points to the robust Young Turk going on his way and says: “Go and kill this man, thus you will receive money for buying raki. Long Live the shariah!”)

100u. Yine bu resim ne?
-Ne olacaq, ba’zi açı hakikatler böyle gülünç manzaralara ma’rûz olur.
-Canım bunda gülecek veya göze çarparak hakikat ne?
-Dinle söyleyeyim: Elinde kaması oturan câhil halk arasından bir ferddir. Bu zavallının başına dikilmiş, başına yalandan sarık geçirmiş bir mürteci’ ya’ni hürriyyet, adâlet düşmanıdır. Bu kahpe herif öte yanda yoluna giden tostoparlak Genç Türk’ü gösteriyor. Git şu adamı öldür, sana da rakı parası çıkar. Yaşasın şeri’at-i muhammediyye diyor.” Balkan No: 885, Teşrin-i evvel 22, 1325, 4. While the figures in this caricature may depict the two native people of Bulgaria, it is also possible that both are Ottoman subjects or alternatively that the conservative figure has passed to Bulgaria from the Ottoman Empire to propogate against the constitutional regime.
In terms of opposition to the modern education, cross-border actors from the Ottoman Empire also brought opposing conservative ideologies against the CUP regime to Bulgaria. Their presence reveals not only how easily conflicting ideologies moved back and forth between borders but also how susceptible the Bulgarian Muslim community was to these discursive confrontations. For instance, on 18 January 1910, Hüseyin Rahmi, the teacher of Okçular village in Stara Zagora, wrote a desperate letter against a certain (‘ulemâ) Düzceli Hasan Efendi who during the religious holiday (when he was absent to spend the holiday in his home village) came from the Ottoman Empire to give sermons at the village mosque. According to Rahmi, the hoca poisoned and indoctrinated the village community by speaking about the religious inappropriateness of modern education and the dangers of “Ottoman liberty” which, he argued, tarnished any religious sensibility in the Ottoman Empire and made the Ottoman women roam on streets without their veils.

Continuing his protest, Rahmi mourned that this person and his kind were nothing but agitators under the guise of religious frocks, who, failing the exams which the constitutional regime made obligatory for religious students, escaped to Bulgaria in order not to be recruited into the army (as was required for such failing students). The author added that, this bogus hoca was incapable of appreciating the CUP’s platform of “liberty” and “justice”. Thus, according to him, this mischief maker did not understand how these notions not only benefitted the Muslims living in the Ottoman Empire but also contributed to the salvation of other Muslims suffering under foreigners’ yoke and provided endless benefits and pride to the Muslims in foreign countries. Hüseyin Rahmi also adds that this rascal’s preaching threatened to destroy over four years of the author’s efforts to popularize modern education in the village. According to his
testimony, the village community who previously cooperated with him now demanded that the secular classes such as geography and Turkish that he added be removed from the curricula.\footnote{Okçular karyesinde mu'allim Hüseyin Rahmi, “Bulgaristan’da zuhûr-u irticâ‘,” Balkan No: 946, Kânûn-u sânî, 5, 1325, 2-3.}
(-Oh dear! What is this Karagöz play all about?
-This is not a Karagöz play but a placard of reactionism.
-What kind of placard of reactionism?
-The beggars, Nesîmî and Keşşaf who had fled Turkey and arrived at Plovdiv are worshipping the Messiah. Yet the Messiah does not accept their worship and says: “Get out of my presence. Those who had not become the flock of the one who is the beloved of the universe [Prophet Muhammed], cannot be my flock.” Thus their attires resemble the cursed devil.)

102 This caricature although not directly related to the above example of the conservative hoca who propogated in Okçular village, nevertheless exemplifies Balkan’s discourse against the conservative opponents of the constitutional regime. The characters in this caricature are Şeyh Nesîmî and Keşşaf, two ‘ulema figures, who, according to Balkan’s claim, after instigating the 31st March incident in the Ottoman Empire escaped to Plovdiv and converted to Protestantism. In 1909, reports about their fake Islamic conservatism and harsh censures about their wicked and immoral nature abounded in Balkan. The letter sent by the Okçular village teacher thus employs the same discourse vilifying the fake hoca as a fraud, and an enemy of the nation. This particular caricature reads as follows: “-Yâhû bu Karagöz perdesi nedir?
-Bu perde Karagöz perdesi değil, bir levha-i irticâ’dır.
-Nasîl levha-i irticâ’?”
3.3.3. `Endowment Brokers` as `Partisans`  

The deep cleavages within the Muslim community in Bulgaria in terms of affiliation with Bulgarian parties and affinity towards modernity and CUP ideology as a whole were likewise reflected age-old struggle over Muslim religious endowments (vakıf singular; evkâf plural) that now included Bulgarians in this equation. Individuals who presided over endowment commissions (evkâf komisyonlari) were the topic of much censure in Balkan’s columns. Usually labeling them with ubiquitous label “partisan” since these men corroborated with the Bulgarian political parties to pursue their own needs over their nation’s, the editors and correspondents of Balkan referred to these men as “endowment brokers” or “endowment magpies” (vakıf tellalları and vakıf saksağanları) since they allowed themselves to be bribed to sell the endowment properties such as mosques and madrasas (Muslim colleges) to fellow Bulgarian partisans. Apart from partisanship these people were identified as “fake conservatives” who even used their guise of Islamic learnedness and opposition to the constitutional regime to engage without censure in immoral self-indulgence such as the consumption of alcohol.\(^\text{103}\) Readers’ letters from different Bulgarian provinces furthermore

\(^\text{103}\) For instance such individuals in Plovdiv’s endowment commission were charged with trying to prevent the performance of a national theater piece, Besa, staged to raise funds for the Plovdiv’s Relief Society for the Poor (Filibe Fukarâperver Cem’iyyeti). It was argued that although the poor resorted to the endowments for assistance, these institutions only provided funds for the beer consumption of the partisans in endowments and hence made the nation to beg other nations for their predicament: “... [Fukarâ-yi islam] millet-i âhire avuç açıyor. Vakıf dairesine ist’man ediyorsa da partizanlara bira, rakı, parasi bile te’min eden bu gibi müessesât-i hayriyyeden fakirlerimiz için hiç de hayır ve hasanât olmuyor... Bu kısta kıyamette fukarâ-yi İslâma odun, kömür tevzi‘ edilmek üzere cem’iyyet menfa’atine bundan iki evvel Osmanlı Benliyan kumpanyasına Besa nam piyes oynatılmış idi. Gazetemiz ve muhârririmizi mahva çalışan millet hâinleri birkaç vakıf saksağanı bu emel-i haya da mâni‘ olmayan çalışmaşlarسا da milletin galeyân-i hamiyeti bu def’a da mel’unlari sükûta mecbur etmiş...” Balkan No: 973, Şubat 5, 1325, 4.
raise similar cries against so-called endowment brokers, thus revealing the same pattern of conflict in the Muslim community throughout Bulgaria.

The *Balkan* report of Plovdiv’s endowment commission elections held in early 1910, for example, indicates how diverse ideological cleavages played out with regard to the state of religious endowments. According to Ethem Ruhi, in these elections the former endowment cashier Haşim, who in the past had been bribed and sold many endowment properties (mosques and medreses) to Bulgarians, hired porters with wooden sticks from the nearby Roma community to intimidate Muslim electors in order to receive the majority of votes as the endowment director. Upon the orders they received from Haşim, these porters allegedly uttered slogans such as “down with the Ottoman liberty” and participated in the election on his behalf although they legally lacked voting rights. Moreover, the Bulgarian partisans closely monitored the elections and even personally disseminated the election ballots to the electors while trying to convince them to vote for Haşim.\(^\text{104}\) Ruhi also argued that in this grand conspiracy Haşim, who won the elections by fraudulence, was not only backed up by Bulgarian partisans but also by the *mufti* of Plovdiv, Süleyman Faik Efendi and the preacher of Plovdiv’s great mosque, Hafız Sami Efendi who due to their loyalty to the Democratic Party partisans received several promotions and benefits. As a result, the frustrated Muslim community of Plovdiv was reported to have protested the election results by convening a rally in the Plovdiv’s great mosque.\(^\text{105}\)


\(^{105}\) “Filibe Havâdisi: Teveccüh-ü Vecîbe,” *Balkan* No: 926, Kânûn-u evvel 9, 1325, 3. “Filibe’de Bayram Tebrîği ve Müftü Efendi’yi Boykotaj, “ *Balkan* No: 929, Kânûn-u evvel 15, 1325, 4. The *mufti* of Plovdiv, Süleyman Faik was subsequently to be accused of complaining about Ethem Ruhi to the Bulgarian prosecution office as a result of which the persecution about his publishing activity and trials about his articles
Figure 7: The endowment cashier Haşim and the porters hired by him to protest against the constitutional regime

(The bargain about 'Down with Liberty': This picture depicts the porters of Yeniköy around their master. They say: “Oh master! What happened to the 150 levs you had promised to us? One can not shout 'down with liberty' the whole day for one lev!”)
Figure 8: “The partisan endowment commission members” who were reelected through Bulgarian support

(Long Live the endowments: Oh reader! Do you see what this picture depicts? It is a picture worth of consideration. It is a mark of endowment elections in which the nation of Islam was affronted and winners were elected through the sword of Bulgarian partisans. It shows the sad state of Muslims who had sold their faith and honor, and who, completely and cheerfully drunken, roam on streets in a cab and insult the believers. Ignorance makes a man do all kinds of things. How can these guys think that this joy will change tomorrow with the passing of this inebriation? They already obtained the money for buying raki, didn’t they. Well then, long live the endowments!)

107This caricature has a certain threatening tone as the cheating commission members were warned that things will change once they wake up from their drunkenness: “Da jiveya Vakıflar: Kârî! Görüyor musun bu ne resimdir? Bu resim cidden şâyân-ı mutâla’a bir manzaradır. Vakıf cemâ’ati intihâbından sonra Bulgar partizanlarının kiliciyla millet-i İslâmı tahkîk ettirerek kazanılan intihâbın neş’esiyle bulut gibi sarhoş sokak sokak paytonla dolaşan ve ehl-i İslâmı seb-ü şetmeden dinini, ‘ırizî satmış müslümanların hâl-i pürel melâidir. Cehâlet insana neler yaptırmaz. Herifler bu neş’enin bir ferda-yi humâr olduğunu nereden düşüncecek.Raki parası çıkıyor ya.Da jiveya Vakıflar!”Balkan No: 929, Kânûn-u evvel 15, 1325, 4.
Figure 9: Endowment commissioner Haşim, accused of selling out endowment properties, tries to obstruct the protesters who had gathered in the Plovdiv's Great Mosque

(Oh dear! These people of Plovdiv have no conscience whatsoever! The guy had put the endowments on the auction and sold them with bargains one by one. The prices are written on the paper. Is there a point at this evening time to come up with a rally in the Great Mosque and question the sales, right when he enjoys himself at the tavern? How can the poor endowment broker not get mad and strom into the mosque in a drunken state? How can he not get mad to the demonstrating folk and exclai

This event triggered readers to send in letters of protest not only from Plovdiv but from other provinces as well, cursing the “traitors of the nation guised in Islamic garb” and the “enemies of Ottoman liberty”. “Ottoman liberty” was argued to have brought a certain amount of comfort to the Bulgarian Muslims surrounded by a hostile environment and thus the opposition of Haşim and his accomplices was evaluated as an attempt that also undermined the interests and liberty of Muslims in Bulgaria. Apart from condemning this particular instance, the letters from the provinces also reported similar corruptions and partisanship activities as the main nuisance in their respective provincial endowment commissions.

---

109 For instance the residents of Plovdiv submitted to Balkan an open letter with forty signatures addressing the müfti of Plovdiv in which they both condemned his conduct and protested the election of a certain Lütfü (whom they argued had been a spy of the Edirne governor in the era of Abdü'l-Hamid's despotism) to the endowment commission via the leverage of Bulgarian partisans and his appointment as the imam of the Karşyaka mosque: “…Bir partizanı, bir sefili, bir millet menfurunu yine cämindize imam nasb ederseniz bu milletin idbârına sebep olacak, mes'tüliyyet yine zât-i ‘äfiz olacaktı…” Balkan No: 955, Kânûn-i sani 15, 1325, 3.

110 See for instance three letters from Sumen and Dobrich respectively: “…Binâ'en'aleyh nifâk-i İslâm ahlâmiyye yine zât-i ‘âlâ olacaktı” Elhac Mustafa Zihni, Balkan No: 937, Kânûn-u evvel 24 1325, 3-4.

111 For instance, a certain Fahri from Dobric, reported that, as a rule, Dobrich's endowments were ruined by their respective provincial endowment commissions: “…Eylül ayından itibaren 40 meş'ûl olan Vakıf Horlarindeki lisûn-ummet-i muhammed ancak inâyet-i hakla malik olduklarını hürrriyet sûyesinde mevcüdiyetini idrâk etmiştir ve yine bilmelere mi ki Bulgaristan’da müttemekkîn bulunan müslümanlar nûr-û hürrriyyetle bir parça rahat olmuşlardır…” M. A, “Bulgaristan Evkâf-i İslâmiyyesi Münâsebetiyle: Dobric’den Yazılıyor,” Balkan No: 929, Kânûn-u evvel 15, 1325, 3.
Reports that announced the corrupt activities of endowment commissions` officials and criticism on the leverage they obtained either due to their Democratic Party membership or collaboration with Bulgarian politicians continued to occupy the pages of Balkan in subsequent months. In such letters, individuals against whom the charges were made were mentioned by full-names and directly accused of their obtaining funds or benefits either by stealing, embezzling and selling out the endowment property or by illegally appropriating the endowment properties` rents.\footnote{See, for instance, a reader`s attack from Stara Zagora to the endowment commission member, Sarraç Ethem, and the charge that he pinched the endowment properties` rents along with his Bulgarian accomplices: “Eski Zâgra’dan Yazılıyor,” Balkan No: 979, Şubat 12, 1325, 3. Another letter from Vidin concerned the endowment cashier, who stole antique carpets from the town`s mosque yet got away without receiving any sentence due to his Democratic Party affiliation: İmza Mahfuz, “Vidin`den Yazılıyor,” Balkan No: 1309, Mart 17, 1327. Another correspondence in an open letter form disclosed the alleged embezzlement of the endowment property by the endowment cashier but does not mention any link in terms of the accused party`s partisanship: Tahir Efendi-zâde Lütfü, “Evkaf Komisyonu Sandık Emîni Mülâzim Halil Efendi-zâde Rıza Efendi`ye” Balkan No: 1377, Haziran 11, 1327, 2-3.}
Figure 10: "The endowment brokers" and Ethem Ruhi challenging them

(What an obstacle: Poor endowment broker. How can he not get mad at Ethem Ruhi’s sudden and cunning appearance besides the table right at the moment when he counts his money obtained from an illegal and arbitrary bargain and embezzles the mosques and the madrasas. Poor endowment broker! He complains to everyone and says that: “Oh my dears! I will not oversee these endowments after the confirmation of their sales. Let them be conceded to any volunteer for this job!” Yet no one listens to him except the deaf and the crippled. He is right. Whatever happened had already happened. Why obstruct him right at the moment he bargains about his share from the sales and prepares run away to Turkey with his load, as he had done fifteen years ago. Curse this Ethem Ruhi. What a wicked guy he is! Why does he care about our endowments? Why do these guys from Turkey meddle with our business? This, author of Balkan is a great obstacle after all!)

113 This caricature portrays one of the so called endowment brokers and the challenge posed to him by Ethem Ruhi. The attacked figure may be Haşim. Although there are references in the paragraph attached to the caricature that the endowment broker plans to run away to Turkey along with the money obtained from the sale of endowments, no such reference about Haşim was found in the studied material. It is important to note Ruhi’s self assigned role as the defender of the nation: “Amma Engel Ha: Zavalli Vakif Tellalı. Üçlü beşli, bütçesiz, kâunsuz, gelişçi güzel alışverişle tam paraları sayarken, cами’leri ve medreseleri deve yaparken, şu Balkan muharririnin muzurulüğuna, masa başına dikilmesine nasıl içerlemeyip bağırmasın. Zavalli vakif tellalı! (Canım kuzum şu vakif satışları tasdik olsun ondan sonra ben de bu vakifları beklemeceğim, kim isterse ona teslim olsun) diye o kadar kıyıya tezzâlum-u hâl ediyor da bir sağırda bir de topladan başka kimse hak bile vermıyor. Herifin hakkı var. Ne olmuşsa olmuş. Herifeağiz tam satışların komisyonunun pazarlığa girmiş, yükünü tutup bundan on beş sene evvel yaptığı gibi yine Türkiye’ye kaçmayı düşünürken ortağın (?) engel olmasına ma’nâ var mı? Ah, hele şu Edhem Ruhi! Amma alcak herif! Onun ne üstüne elzem bizim vakiflarımız? Türkiyeliler ne karşıyor bizim işimize? Şu Balkan muharriri çok engel ve’s-selâm!” Balkan No: 913, Teşrin-i Sani 24, 1325, 4
Figure 11: “Endowment broker” [Probably Haşim] selling out mosques through the help of his accomplices from the Muslim community.

(Draw your donkey to Aleppo: As long as donkeys that are willing to wag their tails for half a liter of rakı and a handful of bran exist among this nation, why would the endowment broker not pull their strings? The guy even loads the mosques on the back of a donkey and sells them out. And the nation still does not appreciate this service like blind people. Well then, draw your donkey to Aleppo!)

\[\text{\footnotesize \cite{92} This drawing probably illustrates Haşim and his associates who were accused of being bought off in return of money for alcohol: ‘Sür eşeği Haleb’e: Bir okka rakıya, bir avuç kepeğe kuyruğunu kaldıran eşekler bir millet arasında eksik olmadıkça vakıflı onların yararından niçin çekmesin? Herif câmi’leri eşeğe yükülüyör da satıyor. Millet ise kör gibi bu hizmeti takdir edemiyor. Öyle ise sür eşeğini Haleb’e.’} \text{ Balkan No: 922, Kânûn-u evvel 4, 1325, 4.}\]
Figure 12: Muslim “endowment brokers”

(Do you see this bandy-legged endowment broker who holds a poniard in his hand? He is accompanied by a few vile and deaf donkey-foals. The chav holding a showbill announces: “We are selling these endowments for the sake of God. Oh, people, these endowments are on sale. You will see how nicely we will pinch them. He, standing in front of the door of one of the mosques that had been sold exclaims: “Do not move! I will strike anyone who approaches. We sold these endowments. The sold is sold. They say, the nation does not want this. Who does the nation think it is? This is Bulgaria. I will crack your heads!” The other endowment guys who stand on the side with a servile posture, listen to the endowment broker’s clatter and think: “Is this really so?”)

Figure 13: “Endowment magpies”

(Endowment magpies in negotiations: One of them says: “Look here! People say that we sell the endowments but we have no right to do this. Is this really true?”
The other one: “Hey, my comrade! We have all the right. Haven’t we? Who is the nation that meddles with our business?”
And, the one with the big fez and the big nose says: “I will show to that nation. Do not be afraid. Continue bargaining, oh comrades!”
Finally, the most shameless of them comments: “We are bargaining but I guess things will not turn out as we expect.”)

3.3.4. High-Ranking Muslim Officials as “Partizans” and “Partizan Traitors in Elections”

In terms of divisions within the Muslim community and the groups identified as collaborators of Bulgarian interests, certain letters directed their attacks against the high-ranking Muslim officials Tahir Lütfü, the Muslim deputy in Parliament, and Muhiddin Efendi,

head mufti in Sofia. As discussed in the previous chapter, these two figures were censured by Balkan as main targets of criticism regarding their betrayal to the Muslim’s national and communal interests. Employing the same pejorative discourse, a number of readers’ letters followed this position and protested the so called intrigues of this duo in terms of tarnishing the nation’s existence.

For instance on 13 January 1911, an author with the penname Vicdanî (i.e. conscience) from Vidin, penned an open letter to Tahir Lütfü, protesting the latter’s recent attempts to prevent the annual meeting of the Ta’mim-i Ma’ârif ve Te’âvün-ü İslâm Cem’îyyeti in Sofia. The author accused Lütfü, along with other Muslim deputies and their assistants of conspiring against the Bulgarian government in this meeting. Vicdanî concluded that Lütfü’s act of loyalty to the Bulgarian government was bound to be awarded by his Bulgarian masters an order of merit at the expense of benevolent Muslim youngsters (probably the members of the Assosiation). 117

Tahir’s so called accomplice, the head mufti Muhiddin Efendi, was not immune from the readers’ assaults. On 27 April 1911, when the Democratic government lost its power in an election, an anonymous letter from Shumen reported that Muhiddin Efendi, now deprived of the support of his Bulgarian minister protectors, toured Bulgarian provinces to collect signatures from town notables and intended to send this list to the Ottoman şeyhü’l-islâm in order to

convince him to reconfirm his appointment. The author charged that those who cooperated with the mufti (snidely referred to as nothing more than a statue in his post) in Shumen, for instance, were mere relatives or acquaintances of Muhiddin Efendi. But, the author warned that he nevertheless had the power to send his co-religionists to their graves, implying that though the high-ranking religious figure neglected his religious duties on behalf of the ummah, in pursuit of his own self-interests he could only help accelerate the demise of the Muslim community in Bulgaria.

A last picture disclosing the intensely contested political space within the Muslim community fraught with political divisions can be gleaned from discussions about the parliamentary elections in June 1911. According to Balkan’s reports, during the election, numerous letters reporting on different seductions and intrigues of partisans from various provinces arrived to the newspaper’s office. The charges were couched along the lines that Muslim partisans were only after their own self-interests and tried to trick the Muslim community to vote for themselves although they were not even able to speak Bulgarian...
properly which was both a legal and moral requirement if they were to defend the rights of Muslims in the parliament properly.\textsuperscript{120}

Mehmed Emin, a correspondent from Razgrad, similarly informed \textit{Balkan}'s readers about the ploys of the so-called partisans in his district in one of his letters to the editor and called for his co-religionists to elect individuals who would serve their nation's interests and defend its rights.\textsuperscript{121} In the same 31 May 1911 issue, another reader's letter from Razgrad promoted virtuous deputy candidates to \textit{Balkan}'s audiences: the lawyer Hafiz Sıtkı Efendi, Doctor Şefik Bey and Edip Efendi who during their elective campaign tour throughout the Deliorman region, also organized a big rally and gave speeches addressing over a thousand people.\textsuperscript{122} Two months later, Hafiz Sıtkı Efendi who was a close friend of Ethem Ruhi and also had served as his lawyer during his trials, consequently won the election as the Muslim deputy of Razgrad. In an announcement he published in \textit{Balkan} on 7 July 1911, Hafiz Sıtkı Efendi thanked his supporters who despite all intimidation as well as threats of death and imprisonment, did not stop backing him.\textsuperscript{123} Although, it is not clear who was accused by Sıtkı

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{flushright}
\begin{itemize}
\item 120 “…Bulgaristanımızın Varna, Hazergrad, Dobric, Şumnu, Yenipazar, ve Osmanpazar, Rusçuk, Silistre, Tutrakan gibi İslami ekseriyette kaza, liva ve köylerinden aldığımız birçok mektuplarda bazı menfa’at düşünceli partizanların hükm-u İslamiyye ve hakikiyemizin tahliisi için İslami kardeslerimizi birçok hilelerle ifgal etmek istedikleri bildiriliyor… Haber aldığımızda göre bir çok yerde İslami kardeslerimizin sâfiyyetinden bi’l-istiğade ba’zı partizanlar ben şöyle, böyle yaparım buyuruyorlarmış. Bunların sözüne bakıp da lisan bilmen adamları intihâb edecek olur ise konuân bôyledir diyerek intihâb olunan zevati kabul etmeyecekler. İşte biz de hukûkumuuzu gasp ve mahv ettirmek istemedikler el birligi ile çalışmalıyız,” M. M, “Hukûkumuuzu gasp ettirmeke istemezse el birligi ile çalışmalıyız,” \textit{Balkan} No: 1339, Nisan 26, 1327, 3.
\item 121 “…Hazergrad kazasında mevcûdîyetimizi isbat etmek için partizanlığı bertaraf edip elbirliği ile çalışalım. Şimdiye kadar partizanlık sebebinden perisânıncımsız…” Milleti için çalışıp, usanmak bilmen adamları ve hukûkumuuzu mûdafa’a edecek olan muktedir zevati intihâb edelim. İşte din kardeslerim. Bir takım kendi menfa’at-i şahsiyeyesi uğrunda çalışlayan partizanların ifgâfınına kapılmayıp müttehiden hareket edelim.” Mehmed Emin, “Bir Sadâ: Hazergrad dan Yazılıyor”\textit{Balkan} No: 1366, Mayıs 28, 1327, 4.
\item 122 “İslam Meb’usları: Hazergrad’dan Yazılıyor,” \textit{Balkan} No: 1366, Mayıs 28, 1327, 4.
\item 123a “Hazergrad kasaba ve kazasında İslâm kardes ve vatandaşlarımıza Bulgaristan’ın Büyük Millet Meclisi’ne meb’us intihâbi mûnâsebetiyle cenelerini taşla vurmak, ve katî ile ihafa ve hâpis ve tevkiî ile tevhis etmek, hülâsâ hatur ve hayale gelmez her türlü eza ve cefâ ve zulüm ve i’tisâm’a katlanarak beni meb’us intihâbı hususunda
\end{itemize}
\end{flushright}
\end{footnotesize}
Efendi of these wrong-doings (since the references about imprisoning and taking into custody also seem to hint at Bulgarian officials’ involvement), this letter – along with the others cited above – reveals that the Muslim deputy elections were intensely contested processes in which different political cleavages within the Muslim community brutally played themselves out.

3.4. Letters about the `Ottoman Patriotism` and Albania

Two final common themes apparent in the letters sent to Balkan are about announcements of `Ottoman patriotism` and criticisms of Albanian letter writers on the instigators of the Albanian uprisings. The former took the form of letters which announced contributions to the Empire wide fund-raising campaign for new battleships and destroyers for the Ottoman Navy. In this respect both soldiers and commoners announced their financial contributions in letters marked by a fervent patriotic tone. In these letters, however, alongside emotive rhetoric, rather curious instances were also depicted. For instance on 23 February 1910, a certain Osman Nuri from Edirne reported that during the theatre play Menfîler yâhud Felâket-i İstibdâd (The Expatriates or the Calamity of Despotism), staged by the local Young Turk club to raise funds for the Navy campaign, the drawing of a huge Ottoman cruiser heading to the Crete was also put on auction along with the oranges brought from the island.

---


125 The predicament of Crete was contemporarily a burning issue in the Ottoman public embedded within a rhetoric of Greek atrocities against the island’s Muslims and the need for the Ottomans to come to the help of their coreligionists: Eski Zağra’lı Osman Nuri, “Hamiyyet Boyle Olur: Edirne’den Yaziyor,” Balkan No: 977, Şubat 10, 1325.
another instance of fund raising in a small coffee shop in Haseki, Istanbul, even an enframed issue of *Balkan* was reported to have been put on auction, which points to the articulation of the paper within a discourse of Ottoman benevolence and patriotism.  

On this note of patriotism, groups of letters sent from western Albanian provinces were mostly penned by individuals who identified themselves as Albanians. These readers either set out to trumpet the Albanians’ loyalty to the Ottoman Empire or else dismiss or condemn the alleged conspiracies revolving around the Albanian uprisings of 1911. Interestingly, such letters often written in an overzealous patriotic tone even involved open threats against parties who challenged Ottoman sovereignty in the Balkans. For instance on 7 February 1910, a certain Şefik Sabit, who referred to himself as an Albanian proud of his homeland, wrote a letter about a conversation he had with an Istanbulite whom he met on the train when traveling to Romania to investigate markets for homeland goods. According to his testimony, Şefik Sabit’s fellow traveller informed him about an underground reactionary organization recently founded in Istanbul that planned to provoke an Islamic uprising in Albania against the constitutional

---

126 Kârîlerinizden Çerkez Bekir Sıdki, “İstanbul’dan Yazılıyor,” *Balkan* No: 987, Subat 21, 1325, 3. It may also be important to note that among readers’ letters employing a rhetoric of Ottoman patriotism, only a single letter was identified by a certain A. M. Abdulmennan dealing specifically with CUP, criticizing the recent faction formation within the party and the resignation of Young Turk ministers, Cavit and Hakkı Bey Beys from their positions. Since, similar letters were absent in the studied material, a discussion regarding this theme among the readers’ letters was avoided: A. M. Abdulmennan, “Nereye Gidiyoruz,” *Balkan* No: 1356, Mayıs 30, 1327, 1-2.  

127 Albanian uprisings initially started in 1910 among dispersed local Albanian tribes against the centralizing policies of the CUP. In 1911, full fledged rebellion broke out among the Northern Catholic Albanians supported by Montenegro, Austria and Britain. Catholic Albanians’ demands for autonomy quickly spread among Muslim Albanians as well who under a better organized leadership of Muslim Albanian nationalists demanded the unification of Yanya (Ionnina), Manastır (Bitola), Işkodra (Shkodër) and Kosova (Kosovo) provinces under an autonomous Albania: Bilgin Çelik, *İttihatçılar ve Arnavutlar, II. Meşrutiyet Döneminde Arnavut Milliyetçiliği ve Arnavutluk Sorunu* (İstanbul: Büke Yayınları, 2004), 345-370. Gingeras maintains that the Albanian rebellions between 1910-1912 were not related to any Albanian ethnic consciousness. He argues that identities of Muslims and Christians were mainly based on religion and were fluid in the sense that crossing boundaries between allegedly rigid ethnic categories occurred frequently. Thus he maintains that, the revolts reflected Albanian speaking provincial population’s resentment over conscription, disarmament and large landowners’ anxiety over loosing their lands: Ryan Gingeras, “The Empire’s Forgotten Children,” 123, 125.
regime. Sabit, on his part, fervently denounced such individuals whom he named as the followers of the 31st March 1909 rebels and stated that if they dared to look for accomplices in Albania, they would find nothing apart from bullets in their brains. Ending his letter, the author even demanded that harshest measures must be taken against such groups.128

A similarly violent rhetoric was used by a reader with the penname of Preşevalı (meaning “from Preseva”, a town in Albania) who upon learning that the Ottoman government planned to send ten new teachers to Kosova wrote that if these teachers were even considering teaching in the Latin alphabet their blood would soon spill in their posts.129 It is important to note that, at this point, the debate on what kind of letters should be used in education was a burning issue in Albania and preceded similar debates that would emerge decades later in Republican Turkey. The proponents of the Latin alphabet were regarded with a certain suspicion in the Ottoman public as prone to the insurrectionist tendencies. This close correspondence between the latter debate and the conceptualizations of Ottoman loyalty was indeed evident in another exchange of two Albanian readers’ letters from Skopje, Abdülrezzak Cevdet and Gilanlı Ali Rıza who in a series of open letters to each other, opted for two opposite alternatives in the form of Arabic and Latin letters respectively. Abdülrezzak maintained that the Latin alphabet was a tool that the insurrectionists promoted to cut the Albanians’ ties to the

---

129.”…Latin harfleriyle icrâ-ı teârîs etmek için gelecek mu’allim varsa emin olsun ki kannı susmuştur…” Preşevalı, Balkan No: 967, Kânûn-u sânı 26, 1325, 4.
Ottoman Empire. Such insurrectionists who opposed to the Turkish alphabet were, according to Abdürezzak, not even ethnically Albanian but pretended as they were to provoke the public into rebellion. In opposition to this view, Abdürezzak’s interlocutor, Ali Rıza argued that the adoption of the Latin alphabet was about improving the modern education and was not related to any insurrectionist tendency.

A last curious letter from Albania came from an Ottoman soldier who called himself “an Ottoman soldier son of Osman” (Osmanoğlu Osmanlı bir zâbit). This letter specifically addressed Edhem Ruhi and warned him that the odious instigators of the massive 1910 and 1911 Abanian uprisings, Priştineli Hasan Bey and İsa Bolutin were planning to murder Ruhi. Although they had been poisoning the people and youth of Kosovo with their intrigues and insurrectionist ideas, in reality they were nothing more than mere murderers. The author declared that he wanted thus to inform the public about the real face of these individuals and warn the Albanian citizens to not get tricked by their lies and conspiracies. Although there is no means of validating this particular allegation, considering Ruhi’s fierce articles on the Albanian uprising, it is still reasonable to draw the conclusion that he may have drawn the resentment of secessionist segments of the Albanian society and political actors.


131 Gilanlı Ali Rıza, “Açık Mektup: Üsküplü Abdürezzak Cevdet Efendi’ye,” Balkan No: 973, Subat 5, 1325, 3. In the letter it was also stated that Ali Rıza was a member of Skopje’s Educational Club (Üsküpr Ma’arîf Cemîyeti).

The letters that were sent about the Albanian predicament thus reveal that Balkan’s propaganda on this matter found a certain reception by the audience in the region. It appears that some segments of the population in Albanian provinces, along with the Ottoman soldiers stationed there, read Balkan and emphasized their loyalty to the Ottoman Empire on the face of increasing insurrectionist tendencies. They also provided their views on the debates existing within the Albanian society such as which type of alphabet was more suitable to the Albanian society. Thus, although, the precise impact of Balkan in terms of moulding Albanian public opinion is not possible to assess, based on these few pro Ottoman letters and the information that is available on its circulation in Albania, it may be suggested that Balkan, which aimed to address the Albanian population as was one of its major target interlocutors in terms of ideological penetration, seems to have succeeded in interacting with a certain segment of that populace in its ideological battle.

The letters that I discussed in this chapter thus both point to Balkan’s ambitious project to monitor and disclose “Muslims’ plight” in Bulgaria and Macedonia which Balkan’s staff used in a dialogic way to comment upon them hence deciding how they should be crafted and projected to the diverse audiences. I further suggested another achievement of Balkan’s mission in the form of a tendency towards modern educational mobilization prevalent in many provinces as a means of political empowerment of the Muslims in Bulgaria. Nevertheless, another major attempt of this chapter was to show the limits of Muslims’ mobilization in Bulgaria as a resolute “nation” by underscoring the dissenters of this project in the form of “partizans”, “conservatives” and CUP opponents. Nevertheless, I argued that Balkan’s promotion of Ottoman patriotism and loyalty to the Ottoman Empire found resonance with
some readership writing from within the Ottoman Empire, especially from the Albanian provinces. All in all, this chapter tried to engage with the material coming the readership itself and indicate that there were both supporters and dissenters of Balkan’s wide and versatile ideological project. Next, I will draw conclusions, based on the material of this thesis to further conceptualize Balkan’s role and its implications.
Conclusion

This study conceptualized the Ottoman newspaper *Balkan* as an ideological mouthpiece of the Ottoman Committee of Union and Progress that monitored and reported on the Bulgarian state and society’s collective behavior towards the Muslim population of Bulgaria immediately following Bulgaria’s independence from the Ottoman Empire in 1908. The *Balkan* enterprise reflected how imperial surveillance networks still figured strongly in the politics of its former territories to mobilize the Muslim population and to attach them to the Ottoman state’s orbit of influence despite the fact that the paper functioned within the confines of what was, after all, another sovereign nation. Thus, it is indeed remarkable that in the post-imperial context emerging in the Balkans, the CUP installed a surveillance network that set out to unify diverse Muslims in Bulgaria and Macedonia around a common narrative of a shared “Muslim plight” and need to unify and remain vigilant against the aggressive policies of Balkan nation-states like Bulgaria that sought to undermine the Muslim communal infrastructure. These excesses were publicized as counter propaganda against the Bulgarian state which trumpeted similar claims about Ottoman oppression against Macedonian Bulgarians and Christians. The oppression of Balkan Muslims was an important part of the news that *Balkan* intended its audiences both in Bulgaria, Macedonia and the Ottoman Empire to consume in order to unify its readership and solidify their connections with the imperial state and the CUP. Through its vast surveillance, *Balkan* also kept the core Ottoman audience in Istanbul and Anatolia
informed about the plight of their coreligionists brethren in Bulgaria and Macedonia. At the same time, it contributed to the radicalization of anti-Bulgarian sentiments among Muslims in Macedonia. The implications of the ability of enterprises like *Balkan* to disseminate bitter news to Muslims throughout the Empire about their brethren in the Balkans cannot be underestimated, as it helped stir anti-Christian sentiments that in their extreme forms after the Balkan Wars would target the Empire’s Greek and Armenian populations.

As this study demonstrated the “watchdog” performance and ideological function of *Balkan* was greatly facilitated by the letters that the readers themselves sent both from Bulgaria and Macedonia regarding their predicament. These letters provided the emotive first person voice of individuals who reported their deep resentment towards Bulgarian agents and citizens who consistently committed atrocities against Muslims and their cultural infrastructure in Bulgaria and Macedonia. Moreover, *Balkan* used these letters in a dialogic way because its staff corroborated the bitter content of these letters by providing data from different areas that other readers and staff reported on. *Balkan*’s use of its reader’s letters that reported on Christian violence against Muslims and their cultural foundations attests to the paper’s readership’s position as indispensable propaganda tools. This study was nevertheless critical of *Balkan*’s frequent trope of Muslim victimhood. Indeed, it is this same trope that was only rekindled and boosted by scholars writing on plight of the “Turks” of Bulgaria at the end of the twentieth century after the Zhikov regime’s renewed efforts to Bulgarianize its Muslim citizens and destroy their cultural foundations, thus crafting a simple continuum of Balkan Christian enmity against its Muslim population. Rather than uncritically accepting notions of a monolithic “Turkish” or even “Muslim” community that has consistently been oppressed by Balkan
Christian and Communist regimes since 1878, this study argued that the very obstacles to
*Balkan’s* mission of creating a unified, enlightened Muslim community stemmed mostly from
deep cleavages within the diverse Muslim population in Bulgaria and the Balkans in general.
Amidst these grave divisions some Muslim communal leaders often cooperated with Bulgarian
politicians, remained critical of the CUP’s modernist agenda (such as the spread of modern
education methods), and refused to submit their loyalties to the CUP government – all behavior
that Ruhi and his editors at *Balkan* decried as treacherous acts that prevented their noble effort
of unifying and enlightening a beleaguered “Muslim nation” in the Balkans. In this sense,
*Balkan* not only aimed to monitor inter-confessional conflict to stand for Muslims rights and to
trumpet their victimization. It also disclosed groups within the Muslim community who
betrayed this project.

In terms of *Balkan’s* Macedonian audience, Albanian subjects’ loyalty to the Empire
was being increasingly undermined by the growing Albanian nationalism which materialized
from 1910-1912. It should not be assumed that Albanians or other Muslims in Macedonia
shared *Balkan’s* views and agendas. Identities in Macedonia and Albania still based on
confessional affiliation were as fluid as they were in Bulgaria and the other remaining Ottoman
provinces in the Balkans in the sense that Muslims and Christians could easily move between
different ethnic identities. Yet both Christians and Muslims’ fluid identities were in a process
whereby national activists in both communities increasingly sought to impose their respective
national categories on them. Albanian nationalism was a product of these trends. Hence it
should not be assumed that although this study revealed certain Albanian readers’ letters that
emphasized their loyalty to the Empire and CUP, *Balkan’s* circulation in Albanian towns was not met with resistance by Muslims in an increasingly nationalizing environment.

Nevertheless, the findings of this study point out that *Balkan* still must have enjoyed a considerable influence in shaping public opinion among Bulgaria and Macedonia’s Muslim communities. As the second chapter argued the Bulgarian government identified *Balkan*’s editor Ethem Ruhi as an extremely dangerous provocateur, and *Balkan*, in turn, criticized Bulgarian newspapers which declared that each of his articles provoked numerous atrocities against Macedonian Bulgarians and Christians. The letters that arrived both from the Ottoman Empire and Bulgaria during Ruhi’s first imprisonment in 1910 attest to the fact that his ideological stances were shared by his readership across Bulgaria, Macedonia, as well as other parts of the Balkans and Anatolia. Ethem Ruhi was portrayed by these respective audiences as the defender of Balkan Muslims. The reports of the Bulgarian newspapers about massive rallies held in Sofia, Plovdiv and Thessaloniki for Ruhi’s release demonstrate his influential role as an important Muslim figurehead throughout the Balkans. The content of letters sent to the editor from Muslims in Bulgaria and Albania confirm that *Balkan*’s ideological propagation found a certain degree of reception among its readers. Irrespective of the question to what degree *Balkan* succeeded in appealing to Muslims in Bulgaria, Macedonia and other Ottoman provinces, it is important to emphasize that this mission became an important medium that linked the plight and insecurities of Muslims throughout the Balkans with Muslims in other parts of the Ottoman world. By 1911, when it was clear that CUP’s multiethnic and multi-confessional citizenship model was no longer viable given the different irredentist programs spearheaded by neighboring Balkan states, the CUP increasingly turned to Ottoman Muslims
(and even a strengthening Turkish nationalism) to mobilize them on behalf of the Empire. It is reasonable to suggest that other newspapers in the region and in the broader Ottoman Empire operated with the similar aim of speaking for the cause of Muslims in the Balkans. Yet, what makes, Balkan unique among them was the fact it was intentionally positioned within a hostile sovereign state whose bids over Macedonia was becoming increasingly threatening. In this sense, Balkan had the unique capacity to counteract and undermine Bulgaria’s moral claims against the Ottomans’ oppression of Macedonian Bulgarians by closely monitoring and disclosing Bulgaria’s own atrocities over its own Muslims. Moreover by politically mobilizing and educating Muslims, Balkan set out to increase its capacity to oppose to the Bulgarian state and to embrace CUP’s tutelage over them. In this respect, it would be interesting to ask whether there were other CUP-supported enterprises like Balkan stationed in other sovereign Balkan nation states, such as Greece and Serbia, whose bids over Macedonia had to be delegitimized and undermined.
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